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Editor's Foreword

"Problem solving" conjures up a variety of ideas, probably ranging
itom "word problemi" to "heuristics", from "low scores on 4chievement
tests" to "awfully difficult to know how to teach". -

Linda Brandau and Jack 'Easley step aside from these conventionil
interpretations in this book to discuss the basic meaning for child
and teacher: how to get an answer 6 that to which one does not know
an answers Using computation as the,vehicle, they discuss two types ,

of'problem solving, providing real-life illustrations. Thus, it is
apOgrent that their ideas'and their practical suggestions for teachers
are drawn from what goes on in classrooms -- and can, in turns be
applied VI classrobms.

Real teachers should be able to help real children better as they
consider the ideas in this book -- and.pur them to the test, Dne step
at a time, with.the children they are teaching. In,the process, we may
learn about 11014 to help children solve word problets as well as other
types of instructional problems.

We at ERIC/SMEAC are pleased to publish this book. Try it: we
hope you'll learn from it!

.

Marilyn N. Suydam
Edipof
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:To all the teachers and children who are gritsciously help-
ing us understand their world. /

/
& J.A.E..
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UNDERSTANDING THE REALITIES Of

PROBLEM SOLVING I N ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

With Practical Pointers for Teachers

Linda Brandau and Jack Easley
Committee on Culture and Cognition

and ,
Bureau of Educational Research

University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign-
...

Introduction

"Problem solving is at the heart of doing mathematics."

\ .

How often have we read or -heard statements like that?.- Al-
most every convention, 'professional journal, workshop, or textbook
mentions.the importance of problem solving as a goal in mathemat-
ics education. .

Even with a long history of this, kind 'of emphasis, recent
reports from the National ssessment of Educational Progress .
(NAEP, 1979; Newsweek, Sept. 24, 1079) shoW that problem solv-
ing skills have declined from 1973 to 1918. The question seems to
be: Why can children compute but not apply their knowledge to
solving problems? (Bell, 1978). Elementary school teachers may
realize that this means performance on Word or story problems.
However, some- of them may not realize that many junior high
school topics like approximationg, proofs in high school geometry
and trigonometry, and setting up functions in college calculus
depend on a kind of mathematical problem solving whose occur'rence
may "be quite rare in elementary schools. We will explore what it
is and how it relates to the difficulties elementary students have
with all kinds of problems.

We will also consider questions concerning the .feasibility in
most classrooms of problem solving activffies suggested by authors
in professional journals. (We are referring to the two features in
each issue of the Arithmetic Teacher titled "Let's Do It" and
"IDEAS." Similar game activities are suggested in each issue of
Learning, under the titles of "ldeil Place" and "Swap Shop.")
tieTERTr7s who try to teach this kind of problem solving may come
away with a feeling of frustration. Part of that frustration comes
from the realities of dveryday classroom life that take precedence
Over many supplemental* activities"that may be planned.

In the early studies 'of Brownell, Buswell, and others, compu-
tation was ,studied as a prbblefli solving phenomenon and meaningful
instruction was found necessary for good performance. The influ-
ence of the psychological and philosophical tradition (Dewey, 1933;

6



Po lya, 1957; Hadamard, 1945; Wallas,r1926; etc.) seeMs to have led
research on arithmetical .problem solvtng away from computation and
treated verbal .(story) problem solVing instead. So computation
was' left to a few- researchers -(like VanEngen & Gibb, 1956) and
information processjng psychologists (like SupPes, 1967; Greeno,
1973; Resnick, 1976). Recent..surveys- of "problem solving ,re-
search" (Lester, 1977; Kilpatrick, 1969; Hollander,' 1978a,b) treat
only verbal problem solving, sand often .(as in the collection of
probl'ems by- Nelson and Kirkpatrick, 1975)refer only to non-tradi-, tional problem fOrms, similar ih a way to the pennies problem that
will be discussed in Part II. Because teachers in elementary
schooli tend to call computation "problem solving" and because
computation .problems are often quite difficult problems for children
to solve (ind especially to kriow whether they have really, solved
them or not), we have chosen to seek a larger meaning of the

.. term.

It is because -of our concern over the REAL day-to-day prob-.
lems. (of teachers and students.) that this paper 'gives little attên-
tion to- "word of story problems" and- concentrates primarily on
problems involved with computation. Too often the constraints of
teaching are swept under the rug because Arley appear trivial or
not. relevant 'to theoriestof learning or theorffis of Oroblem solving.
But for the elementary school classroom teacher, who has to make
assignments to a classroom full of active children, the constraints
of tbaching may be far more important than theories of problem
solving. In a theoretical discussion, a problem solving activity
rtiay sound great, but in a class of 25 children there are so many
wyetas to attend to that nearly anyone would have trouble using
thO' activity. It doesn't help ,to say, "You should have those kids
under control." If you hive. those 25 kids working on problems
they haven't previously learned .how to work, there's likely to be
some kind of trouble.

This paper is divided into three parts. Part I connects the.
reality of the classro6m with the idealism which arises from- some of
the problem solving literature. In doing so, it is argued that a
broader concept of problem solving is- needed to prOvide a suitable
perspective for bridging the gap betWeen the 'Ffpnceptions of prob.; 4
lem solVing .in the literature and typical classroom practice. Part I
II examines what different things "problem solving" ,Might reason-
ably mean in the context of the elementary school classroom. Part
III considers how Children 'can be assisted in understanding the
nonarbitrary.character of rules of arithmetic by examining the con-
nectedness of mathematical ideas, rules,- and procedures. It is in
this third part ,that Various suggestions-ars Made for what we hope
are realistic, needed improvements.

4
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P ART I

CONNECTING THE IDEALWITH THE REAL

.1

As one enters the doorway there are two tables. of five chik
dren each on the right. Each child seems to be'busily working an
a page in a workbook. On the left, the teacher, Ms. James, is
sitting at a table working with five .other children. The children
are about six years old. One girl (Jane) is working on filling in
'boxes"-for problems like

6 + 1 =.0 9 - 6 =

1 4. 0 = 7.
and

9 7-7 = 6

er The page has more of these, arranged in pairs like this. S'he has
completed the page and has her hand raised. The teacher walks
over to Jane's table, perhaps because seveeal children seated there
have their hands, raised, and perhaps becat.ise they are getting
noisy. This leaves the children at the table across the room with
no suRervision.

Teacher: Yes, Jane?

Jane: Do I have these problems right?
,-

Teacher(silently looks over Jane's paper): You did very
well , Jane. I'm going to put a little maek by the
few, that are' wrong. Like this one here.. (She

4

points to 7 3.) Can you tell me how yOU
would do this problem?

(Jane erases the 3 in the box and gives the teacher a quizical
look.)

4.

-,

Teacher.: You have a seven here and a three here (points to
the 7 and 3), and a minus sign. How do you find
the number that goes in the box? How do you
think abOut the problem?.

Yoi have 7, and after you take some away, you
have 3. , (Jane puts up 7 finders using both hands.
She. then putssome down and leaves 3 jtill up.

'Then she cdunts the number of fingers the -put
'down and writes a 4 in the box.)

A boy.'(Peter) is waving his hand wildly to get the teacher's
attention. 'The -teacher looks': at'hirn( perhaps wondering whether

"`- c"- .Yr

,

A
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to leave Jane on her own to respond to' Peter., What else can she
do? Wit what a_ shame.! ',The page Janeis working on has some
perfect opportunities for talking 4110:iut they relatedness of addition
and subtractionproblems like 7 - 6..= 1 and 6 + 1 =. 7. But that
won't get done. Too/many things are happening at once.

; Noise is starting to float across-the room from that table on.,
the other side. 'Ttie children -ieem to be finished with th'eir actiu-
ity. The teacher notices.

-
Teacher: I know you're done o,ver there. Find a.'`game to

play with while I _help the people here. We'll all
kt together in a tew minute's.' .

Peter: Hey, Ms. James, .1 heed your help.

Teacher (to .Jan Yot4 go on and fix those other ,ones.
You'r doing fine; I have to help Peter.

Peter: I don't know if I'm doing these right.
(He's doing a page of vertical format probleins . like
3 twhere the LI is in, different places 'ahd

where some of the problems areitisubtrsa
tion. He has many mistakes. For thi
one he. has a 9 in the box. For the
with a minus sign, he has added. It's.*44,...;-.
'if he has. mechanrcally added the, ttfo. 14.1 .

numbers in the problem no matter where
they appear.)

Teacher; Peter, look at this °problem. (he points'to )
What does it ask you to do? ,

Peter: Add.

Teacher: What is. the 6?

Peter: The ansWer.

Teacher: O. K . , let's think about the problem. You have
three of something and get `.some more and then
have six in all. The mystery number is, how ,many
you got.

(Peter is silent and looks, puzzled.).

Teacher: Let's use these dominoes. I'm going to take ,out 3
of them and put them here. Now I'm taking' out 6
of them and putting.them here (by her, right hand),
'cause that's the answer.

I 4

* *,
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Peter: You have 9 of them..

Teacher: Right, but that's. not the proble we're trying to
do,. i want to know how manY I cjan put, with these.
3 here to get 6 over here.

(Peter takeS 3 frbm the pile of 6 by her right hand and
moVes them Over to the other 3.)

Teacher: No, we can't do that. Those 6 have to stay over
; there: You .have to find out how many new ones I

need to take so that ttie pile .on the left is the same
as .the, piie on the. right.

Peter: Oh, I see! (He takes 3 dominoes from he
puts them On the -left.)

. ..
Teacher: So how do you fill in the pox On the page? /
Peter: I .put a 3?

C!

Ellie is wildly waving her hand and starts. to. jump out vf her
,seat..

.

can and

4

.Teacbgr:., ~Right., Now you do some more of those while I

herb Ellie. (She turns to Ellie.) Let's see how
you're dqing on those number. line jumps. N0009.:.3
+,2 doesn't equal 3:

v..4

Ellie is' working on' a workboOk page that has this Sample at .
.

,
the top. , ,0/

2 + 1 = 3 /Th
0 1 2 3 4

_.

The problems below the sample ,are addition problems with ,t .he ',
, brank at the right and a 'number line on which she has to draw'. the

arrow. Ellie has done many of. the "problems wrong, sometimes:
juinpinng the inCorrect rrumbiT of timet, sometimes starting at the

1

wrong place.
,

g Teacher: Remember, tFle frrst inimber on the left tells you
Where to start. Let's erase this.

.

arraw Ellie had 'drawn for. 3 .-t- 2. ) Put your pencil
' (She erases the

on the 3. (

..

, .
(Ellie does so/Y.

Ellie: .

Now the 2 .tells how many to -jump, so co9nt, One,.
two.. (Stie draws the arrow.) Where did I -land?

S.
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Teacher: Put. the 5 as your -answer, over ere. (She points
to the space after 3 + 2 = .)

(Ellie writes the 5 where,she's told to.)
-

Teacher: Now yoU try one yourself. ,I have to, go to the
table over there.

The teacher walks to the other side of the room!. Ellie s try-,
ing to do some problems on her own, but is still having* t uble.
She mutters, "Boy, these are too hard for me.''

Tom comes over to Peter .and looks at his work: He is doing
subtraction problems like

7 6 0
4

1 3
.

Torn says,. "Those are easy..4kan do .

are the answers." Peter fills in Tom's
Peter asks Tom for help.
them in my head. Here
empty boxes.

. - .

v .

Teacher: O.K. , let's have everyone put away your books.
It's time to do something together.

g'IThere is, a great commbtipn and bustle as children move,
ardund. They eventually go to the center of- the room and all.are
seated on. the rug in front of the.teach

Teacher: Shh...quiet, so we can start. ,' Tom... Peter...
O.K. I'm going to put :hiscontainer down here'
(places a plastic bowl on the rub), and I'm going to
drop ,some chi(ps, one by one, into it. Ybu are. to
:close your eyes ,and when you think you know how
many chips I've dropped, raise your hand. O.K.,
now I need puiet.. All 'eyes closed?, Judy, close
your eyes. O.K., I'm going to start. (She drops
6 chips, one at a time, then stops).

Terry:

Teacher:

Jane:

Teacher:

Jane:

.6.

Oh, .1 won't call on

6.

anyone who says its. Jane?

Let's see if that's right. (She dumps out the
chips on the rug.) Let's have ..farie count them and
we'll watch to see what she gets. . Now count.thém
by mo-ving them one at a time.

One...two...three:..four...five....six. (moves them
one by one as she counts).

1 cs0y../
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Teacher:

Teacher:

Is she right?'

Yes.

441

LeVs do ,anather one. s Close
_drops 11 .011* this time.)
your head, Ter:ry.,. not out
there, Terry?

Terry: 11.

your eyes nbw. (She
-Count to yourself, in
loud, , How many were .

11

, Teacher: Mike, you count them and see if Terry's right.
Let's see , if: Mike counts. them ass' I told ybu to.

..,.,.fr 41111. ., vV Mike counts them alou'd and all watch as he
one by one.),

N ).1/1g

Teacher: Godd, Mike. Let's dp another one.
,

eye. (She drops 8 tips in.')
o' t

Dan:-

.. moves the chips

Teacher:

Josie:

.Teacher:

Ellie:

'Teacher:

Jane:

a.

Now I'm going to have to do this all over and'think
of another number, 'cause someone said .it. (-She
starts-to drop Chipt.)

Close your'

Look, 'Mike, is watching yOu drop the chips.

And why arenq 'your eyes closed,- Josie? Let's
start over again. (She drops% 7. chips in, one by
one.) I. like the ways Effie is sitting, .nice and,
quiet. How many, EtIle?

Jane?

7.

..Teacher:' Ellie, let's couht them. (She- duMps out the chips.)
One... two...threé...four...five...six... (She
rooks at clock. ) O. K . time to go .soon . Let's line
up by the door quietly now!

41

This section of the paper sets the-stage for what is to come:
The above "slice of real classroom life" permits us to discuss': the .

three major strands thaf run throughout the rest Of the paper:'
the 'relationship of. the ideal to the real, the negative.-effects of
just teaching -rules andi, proceduresi, and 'broadening .the 'concept of t
'problem solving.

>.

a
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IdealisM vs: Realism 4
,. 6

The teacher in tt+e above scafie, 'a friend of ours, read 'that. -1transcript and ternmented, "At first, ITIS/ 'heart jast sank) Whatwas going on was- so' much of what I wished "wasn't *going on."Understandably, other teachers -have sir-idler reactions to -tran-ocripts of .their own teaching. These reactions reflect the clithoi-only between our ideals and the reality of the situation. That is,We might have grandiose plans, but the 'go awry when we getinto the classroom.

46.

How can :we reconcile this difference? One waY is to realtzethat in reality we may never live up..to our ideals, but at the sametime we still need these ideals to strive for: Some teachers react.ambivalently when reading suggestions given in the professionaljournals as to ,what they. should be doing: "'You read that stufffrom, the journals and, you realize you're doing none of that; 'it,makei yin' feel like a complete failure; ancLyet that's atways whatyou're working' towards." Although we .may alivays be striving. for *-the ideal, we need to see little pieces of.that ideal in the reality of
. the daily school situation.

z
In Part Ill of this paper, we consider lots of little 'REAL

alternatives that either, .cio occur or can &cur: in _the classroom to'promote independence of thought and a sense of the connectednessof and the nop-arbitrary"chiracter of- arithmetic. There is" nomaster :list becauSe they are techniques for iraproving 'an oh-goingpractice. 'We 'will mention quite a few suggestions ,Specific tosituatibns and scenes recdrded. in 'actual classrooms. A -list ofthese practical pointers is appencred to the paper to assist the :reader -in locating them and as ,a reminder of their -contextual
character. They may serve to point the way for.. teachers (andthose who would be helpful -to teacher1) to generate their ownpointers.% Perhaps using tape recorder td record. lessons. andthen selecting tropbletome portions for written transcription 'is :a-way to promote the generation of aripropriatel realistic techniquesas teacher discusses- the lesson with another teacher, or a re-'source person of some kind. Mastery pf any craft consists' in7inteenalizirig a very large number' of .such pointers so they func-tion almost .autorylaticalllY in ;,dallY interaction. We first neeetorecognize such alternatimas*.to present Oactice. Then we can seehow every one ..of these little alternatives brings .us a little bit_closer to the idea'.

_ ^

Some might say that the ideal is to have a gerieral priibleR
solving attitude when teaching niatheniatics. But if only that sug-gestion is presented tO teachers,. they could understand,ably react,'Oh, that's an awfully, big change that you're expecting or-:rtie."We need to .thnsider%. CarefullV what kinds of changes are needed, .efor what reasons, tand what kinds of changes are realistically pos-, 'sible without loss of' Other valuable conditions of schooling. Cog-nitively,' we can under'stand why you can't wor'k backwards from aI' S .

-c-
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t. . . / i . N-7"big .change" prbposal to det#rinInt the little things . that are heed- '4*
ed- to accomptish.. tha#:: big cynge.7.4tt is much more reasonable- to
expect that, if lots of little Ohahges tire presented-, .teachers.'would
choose some of them 'to try. "k They Might respond. with, "Oh, I can
tee myself doing some, of thoe." And;*when they o) they will be
broadening their conception Of problem solv,ing.

Children's Views of Mathematics as al Set of Arbitrary ProcedUres

Later in this paper we! will deal 'with some remedies to /help
prevent* children from developing the N{iew that mathematic is a

.. set of arbitrary, rules that you just memorize *to survive. Some-times this view isn't evident until the middle grades (Erlwanger;
1974, 1975) or even later, although it. may emerge from dependence
on teachers for checking answers. The following 'Ailalysis. of the
problem; called "mathophobia" by 'Lazarus (1974), is especiallyalear.

...mathophObia can pass through a latency stage before..
becoming' manifest, y consider. the ptightof a,high -sdhOol

...Atudent who has always relied on the Ainemorize-wbat-to-
do approach.' Because his grades may Ilact been satis-
factory, this incipient problem may not be apparent to
anyone, including himself; he may not' even know that
there is-any other way to, learn mathematics.. But the

' time- and effort that his approach demands will increase
- dramatically through ~high school, subjecting' the student

to a constantly increasing strain. Moreover, since it has
-now beep some years since he last understood what he
was doing, he is in no position "to switth ,over to the
more appropriate* strategy of actUally comprehending the.,
material...he .simply lacks the necessary knowledge....
When his grades finally drop, as they must, even his
teachers are unlikely to reali a. that his problem is not
something . new, but.' has been In the makihg for years,.
And at this point, it is doubtful that casual, remedial
work would accompliSh much, because the student needs
nothing less than- a complete reeducation in mathematics';
(p. 18)

Unfortunately, the phenomenon,. that Lazarus' describes is
often true. -Some elementary school teachers here reported experi-
..encing it themselves.: But the argument of long-range cumulatiVe.
effects Of problem solving style is usually the one. given to elemen-'
tary teachers as the reeson that they need to worry about "teacti-
ing for understanding" or "not emphasizing miles and computational.
skills." The implication . is that, if -elementary teacifers do their -
job correctly, then students will .nOt reach junior or .high school
with a case of. "mathophobia." But elementary teachers are tired '
of hearing this .argument, 'and, even When it is ttrue., it is only`
part of the 'story. Certainly, the .cumulative effects argument cOn-
tributes.little to help teachers in the dassrobm every day.
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Teachers need 'to,, know. some .things they can clq, now .and 'some
more immediate reasons for worrying about "memorizing what, to
do." If student difficulties in the.later-grades are the result of
cumulative effects (and there is no real evidence oh this -- no
longitudinal studies have been done relatim) to this idea), there
must be -some signs visible 'in elementary school pupils that teach-
ers can look for.

.

Let's take -'another look at that classroom scene given on
pages 3-7: This time, let's look for some possible immediate effects
that can be related to the question: 'what happens if children
develop the view that mathematics consists of a set .of ARBITRARY
rules?

We suspect that the following observations are related to that

The children develop a dependence on the. teacher for
correcting their work and fdr cluei about when they'.ve
made error's. One of the clues children learn to listen
for is when the teacher asks a question like, "Can you
tell me how you -did' this problem?" (shoWn with 'Jane).
In' fact, when the teacher questions. any exercige, chil-
dren suspect an error because the ones ,not questioned
usually are correct.

2. The children learn cues to get the teacher or someone to
do (or at least show them how, to do.) the exercises for
them. For examp)e, ,the child learns that, if he or she
is silent for more than a few seconds, 'the teacher will at
least give some hints on hoW to do the problem if not
adtually do it for him or "her (shown with Peter). The
child also learns to give a brief answer to the teacher's
questions, and Fiot much more (shown with Peter and
Ellie). In that wayy the teacher will. provide most 'of the
information needed to do the problem.

z

If children are to have :the courage to attack hew problems by
themselves, they need to see connections between ways .of working
mathematics problems.

What is Problem Solving?

, The words "problem solving" conjute up many different Mean-
ings. Problem solving has 'been studied by philosophers (e.g. ,
Dewey,. 1933), psychologists "(e..g., bundker, 19445; Wertheimer,
1959; Newell and Simon, 1972; Krutetskii 1976)1 social psycholo-
gists Janis and Mann; 1977), mathematicians (e.g., Hada-
mard, 1945; Polya, 1957), and mathematics educators (at the

-eFementary level, e.g., 'Brownell, '1942; Van Ehgen Qibb, 1956;
LeBlanc, 1968; Steffe-, 1968; 1970), and each .group tends to take
a 'different perspective on the meaninq of s. the term. It is not 'our

41,
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purpose here to trs, to ;brind .a literature that IS So diverst in
definitions .ahd.piiintrof view into a coherent framework,. 'Instead,we want to take a practical perspective on solving problems of all
kinds in the context of elementary7scohool Mathematies classrooms.

In mathematics education, problem solving is usUally discussed
in the context of improving children's thinking ability or improving
teaching to develop ,a variety of thinking strategie4 (Cambridge
Conference, 1963;..Trafton, 1975; NACOME, 1975). It is assumedMat children will be provided with oppcirtunities for problem
solving that don't* involve just f011owing rules and \ procedures..
-Usually such drill-and-practice worksheets .and.:story problems in
textbooks are criticized in the -problem' solving literature as pro-
moting an" extremely ',limited view (Freudenthil, 1973; Lester, 1978;
Bell, 1978). What is criticized is the fact that problems of :that
kind can usually be done by carefully following ttie right 'proce-
dure for .the problem type or the fact that solutions to such text-
book problems almost always have nice whole:- numbers (or familiarfractirs) as- answers. It is also said that textbook problems
promole "ptyching out '! fhe author rather than learning general
problem solving skills.. Furthermore, textbooks are criticized fOr

,not providing , More problems or more guidance in choosing appro-
priate operations or techniques (Zweng-, 1979). Because textbooks
and worksheets are the mainstay-of many teachers, the problem
solving literature may apOear to be quite idealistic. Our hope is
-to bridge this ,gap, to' bring persons from both points of view into,.
communication with each other.

In order to provide a Lperspective on, the differences between
the literature and much classrooth practice, a broader' concept of
problem solving is needed. .What is there about Ahe scene on
pages 3-7' that can broaden our perspective about problem solving?.
There are basically two different kinds of activity occurring within
the dcene. In one, thsi teacher is trying to work with a small
group "of children while 'the rest of the class Is doing individual
seat work. In the second, 4he teacher Caries to do an activity with
the entire class. Bbth the individualization and the group activity
method have problems associated with them, from the teacher's and
from the .children's Viewpoints.

.

That is, in individual seatwork, the teacher seem; to 'be jug-
gling time--the children at their' seats need 'attention and so does
the .group at the table. The teacher, tries to maximize the time
spent, with each individual child and with the group. This creates
that immediacy problem ,so well deseribed by Jackson .(1968)--

. eyents are happening so fast for the teacher that decision-making
has to be instantaneous and spontaneous. . The children also seem-
to have 'pOoblems when doing. individual seatwork. They need to
get the teacher's attention to correct their work. If mistakes were
made, more problems occur--exercises have to be corrected. But
tO' correct them they need more help' froM ,someone-vsually the
teacher. This means they either have to wait Or, get -"help" from

.1
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another student' like Peter gets, from Tom. :this creates a deperi-
dency problem in which children loSe their ability, to work. alone. .

On the, other hand, "entire class" activities are also fraught
with problems. From the teacher's perspective, the problems are:
"How do you get and ,keep all' the children's attention? How
you control the situation sg one-child doesn't yelr out, the answer,
thereby destroying the learning opportunitiei. of ,the others?" So,
although. the "hurriedness" 'problems involved with the iridividual
seatwork may have been solved or eliminated, new problems have
been created. _

c
ttt.

Perhaps also involved with both individual and group work
are some social problems. What about the child who isn't so bright
and quick? Dothe other children tease him or her? Even in an
individual situation, children coiiipare the work they are doing and

create their own ladder or status so that s'Ome children end up at
the bottr of the ,ladder and soMe at the top.

In oUr discussion of. problem solving, we will not only refer
to*, mathematical problems but also to other kinds of problems that
are often encountered in the clasSroom, such as social problems,
which _involve deciSion making on the teacher's 'and/or students'
parts. We don't want to make the strong claim that skills involved
in solving social problems will transfer to solving mathematical
problems. On the-other hand, we are not willing to discount the
idea that reflecting on the processes .of solving social problems
might help show new connections between the perspective in prot)v--
lem solving literature and .the classroom teacher's, perspective. We
do.,want to claim that mathematic`al problem solving 'is not separable
in the classroom from social problems. Let's consider, then, what
there is' about- so-called general problem solving that is similar to
mathematical problem solving..

Oor
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TOWARD A BROADERI CONCEPT OF 'PROBLEM:SOLVING

e

General Problem,Solvirig

In solving social probleMs*, the _problem itself -isn't necessarily
ever, . clearly defined. Frequently, the problem solving process,
starts when some situation or eVent.occurs thata.erplexes us. We
start to solve the "problem" by trying out 'Familiar solutions..
When one solution doesn't work,, we ma y. try another; when that
doesn't work, we try another, and so ori. Eventually, through
reflections 'on our trials and _errors, the problem becoMes more
defined; each effort at solving %it improve3 ours understanding of
the situation.

Fo'r example, a teacher may have a student who- interrupts
With ihrioying frequency-. This situation starts a process of first
trying to reduce the annoyance and then to define the.,prqlem and
solve it. The teacher may 'first try standard routines like ,telling
the student to stop interrupting. This response may prcrve inef- L.
fectiye when the student keeps interrupting. Perhaps the teacher
next will try ignoring the student, but finds this also ;doesn't
work. The cause of the "problem" hash't yet been located.
Maybe the teacher then 'tries talking to the student- alone. Now
the teacher finds out that ithe student is currently living in the
midst of problems at home', This suggests that she _or he seeks
extra attention from the teacher as compensation: Now the prob-
lern is more defined by this hypothesis, and-a subordinate problem
*emerges of trying to give' this student some extra attention; that
is,- more than others are. clettinb. So the teacher wtio wants ,to

:-

help needs to solve this koroblem. But doing that may create
L.. additional- problems.

'Mathematical Problem Solving

ft,

in the literature on. mathematical problem i'olving, we learn
that similar trial and erroc procedures 'may be used at the begin-
ning stages. That is, if we haven't been taught procedures for
doing a particular task, at first we'll try some procedures, hit and
misS. As we 66 along, the problem becomes more and more de-
fined. We read about examples like the following: Two children
are playing with some cardboard pennies --after finiShing their
assignment on "making change." They start to place them in
tqengulac shapes such as:

O *
oo,
000

At the beginning they may Make. a trianble from 3 Of them "and
then from 6 of them and then from :10 of them. One child may see

9
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.1!/-immediately "t t the next, larger triangle is . created by, adding a.row oh the ottom that is one pohny londer than. the preyious .pot-
torn line.. SO this childrs focus is on -constrOcting the number pat-
tern :3, 6, 10, 15, and so on. His or her . problem is different
from another child's, who breaks Up one pattern before 'forming
the next. Fot this other child, a problem starts to, take shape
when a triahgular pattern of this sort cannot .be formed .using all
of the 13 'pennies available. This child may start to.w.onder which
numbers of, pennies can form ."triangles" and Which ones' cannot..He or she finds some Wore' pennies and begins to experithent in.
trialTanckerror _fashion; trying to' create .a figure like this from
each :number. The- problem may be enlarged if the' child tries to
form .::sqpare arrays with the .penniesi or five7sided arrays, .and so

. 2

Perbaps the second ehild will then' have the idea of trying to
find a rule to predict .the next number of pen:flies that makes an
arrangement of the type, ,she or,- he is working on. The. child
eventually niay want to make a :table like the following. (By this
lime, several students may 'be involved and different ideas em t*ge.)

... Sides0000 3 4 '. 5 6 8 0 0 0
o-o o 0.6 0 3 4 7 12 d o 0 g
o 0 o 0 9 0 .6 9 12 16 000000 0 0 0 0 ,

.0 10 16 19 - 21 0000
0 0 0 0 0 . , . 000

t
*meone may object that .the six-sided figures With 12 penhies

-41and the eight-sided figures with 16 and 21 pennies are not "regu-
lar"7,-that is, some sides are, longer than others. Here, the prob-

. lem definition _could go two ways: irregular fiegures could be
allowed in all columns or ruled out altogether. The children may
eventually decilia..ithis definitional problem in terms of the rules
that predict the next numbers in each column: At the beginning,
though, 'they had little or ho idea 'of whet the' problem was going
'to become: and what solutions 'wire going to be tried.

. This mathematical example . is sirrilar tO "social' Rroblems In
that informal exploration (trial and error) plays an I'Mportant part
in the process. Also, there are no fixed boundaries within which
tck .work and no clearly specified procedures to use. Some follow-,
ers of Dewey, Piaget, and other writers infer that, if someone had
given the children boundaries and procedures to follow, whatever
"problem" they might have been working on would have been re-
moved. On the other hand, providing such guidance in a 0as-sr,.
room would solve the "problem" that many teachers might perctiVe
hel:e as a lack of organization that is inapkopriate for the class-,
.room. This ,organizational propleth. could manifest . itself by too
many' arguments betWeen the children; too many questions to which
the teacher's answer would be, "I don't know; why don't you find
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out?", too many conflicts over- whit to , do next and Who should bel.
Arkinb on- which :sub-Problem; . arid the- problem -of how 'to --decide

N'when to 'terminate the "pennies" activity. .

". .,
We could appreciateb that remoVal -of the "problem", by being

given a procedure or even an answer, -could be most welthme at
times. Imagine thatt in the earlier social problerri-,,(page 13), the

j school principal had come along and told the teathee that there
`I had been a family disturbance and that the child, who was con-

stantly interrupting, shoulOk be sent to the school 'counselor'. That
have _removed the___teacher!S _problem_ at _leastr for the-

moment. There are times when that %could be extremely welcome.
Howeveri there are other times when a teacher would..r*ther solve
that problem himself or herself. -We think that problem removal
(by beinggiven clues,, a procedure, or even- the solution itself)
needs to bk recognized ai "solving the problem."

There is another kind of problem solVing .in which specified
procedures, rules, . or standard routines that are somehow knoWn
to the problem solver are applied effectively -to solVe a problem.
When they are well, knOWn and easily applied, we might say there
is s"no protYlem." However, while this skill is being acquired,
remembering and figuring out how tCY use these processes may be
quite-a problem.

.

This kind of pre-steuctured problem- solving is undoubtedly
more typical of the kind that occurs in the mathematics classrobmir
both in the mathematical -and social domains; perhaps beCause
organization is needed in. such a situation. There may be other
good reasons ,for providing that kind of experience, as we shall
argue... So, -it, seems unrealistic _to suggest, as its neglect in someof the literature may imply, that the routine type of problem
solving is "bad" and the-more creative type is "good". There may
be ome very dood reasons for increasing the time devoted to one,
KinJ of problem solving or the other,. or for changing the,types bf

' oc asions on -which the two kinds tend to 'occur. HoOever, we

"14'

wanto be very clear that 'both types of problem solving are still
neces4ary in the complex social- system of the typical mathematics
classroom. If children are to make frequent use of the facts and
principles of mathematics they learn in elementary school, they
need ol3portunities to worft without precise rules some of the time

4 and to gain confidence that they can devdlop their own rules.
Va

The more pre-structured type we will call problem solving 1,,
and the. less pre-structured type we will call problem solving 2.
We will first discuts probtem solving 1 and next problem, solving 2.
Later, we will try to see' how the first -.of these two types could be
helped xo evolve into .the, other' in order to -correct the ,common
imbalance between the- two. One of the reasons foe -correcting an
excess of problem solving 1 is, as we' have hinted earlier, to help
pupils develoP their full capacity for more advanced mathematical
learning in secondary schools and college, and to avoid the common

V
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"math 'anxiety" that arises from d/ ependence on someorfe to. give t'
directions before attemp)ing an unfamiliar .type or problem (obias, .
1978). '1-loweVer, another.'mOre imMediate reason is 'to develop -a
sense of :the non-arbitrary ". ctiaratter of arithmetical rules and
procedures' (Erlwanger, 1974, 1975): . .. .

Problem Solving 1,

This is certainly the moit common kind of probleM solving
occurring in mathematics classrooms, which, if we Make a strict
parallel, may also be, trues in -"real life" Sitilations. When an .indi-
viduil is faced with "a" botherSome or perplexing situation which
needs a ,quick solution, the solution May be obtained by using one
of a few standard well-known routines.

What we mean by "standard well-known* routihes" is.ihat they
come to mind immediately: Shall 1 add or subtract here?' Shall I

use this forMula or that one? Shall 1 'send this ,child out of the
rodm or give him or her .a new task in the room? We think we all-
understand standard routines because they are so frequently

['taught in mathematics classrooms and we 'use them to organize ,our
t lives. But, in reality, we may understand yery little about. them
And their use. .They may sometimes Yield- wrong or unfbrtunaté
results or ,be impossible to apply. . We believe that problem. solving
1 needs mOre attention ,than it has been given' in -the literature and
than we are able to give it. It must .be important, because so
many of. us (teachers ,or otherwise) use Standard routines regular-
ly.

The'fatt 'that a routine that worked so well up to now may
not gives the desired results in, a certain, situation leads one to
wonder if the routine has been used appropriately. Often a Slight
modification in the routine- or possibly a sudden recognition of the
need for a different one is called for. For example, a child who
has been using the standard division algorithm and tries, to apply
it to a problem like 3+12 suddenly' realizes, probably with some
prodding from the teacher, that 3+12 isn't the same problem as
12+3. TVs leads to a different problem: "What do you do .when
12 won't go' into 3?"

Let's look at' some more examples of problem. solving 14

P

14 Depending on clues. A chitd is using known algorithms
to solve exercises in addition, subtraction, multiplication, or
division. She or he needs to pay attention to the clues toa decide
which operation is wanted. Thp ciues learned, first (+,
don't always work, as in the case:of "missing addends." Then the
chitd also has to be careful .not to make any mistakes in carrying
out the algorithms. .Clearly, there is a lot to think about here.
It's far from routine.

2. Solving, one problem may create another. Bill is trying to,
work by himself and is being bothered and annoyed by another

2(2_
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. As- desCribed by Lester (1978), "Any 'reference to a problein- ,.

or prObleM :solving refers- to a, skUation In which previous expet4i-,-)
ences, knOwledge, arid intuitiori. Must be coordinated in an effort

:to determine an outcome of4that situation 'for which a procedure for
determinirg the oUtCorne is not known" (p. 54). Note the emPhasiS'
on experience and intuition. Social irauition, aS may be .involved
in regrouping' children to minimize conflicts, may* be an example
with . which many teachers are familiar. Such synthetic problems,
in which new artrandements of things and/or people need to be
created, involve different kinds of intuition than analytic probleins
in which a cornplex situation needs, to be broken down into parts.to-

--diScover- what, relates' -to what .

It is ,reported that problem solving 2' often 'involves some
stage of incubatiop 1926, Hadarnard, 1945; Poincare,
1952), 'when conscibus work on i'Problern comes to a halt, and the
only progress that is made is made unconsciously. The idea of an
uncOnscious incubation stige seems most i'mportant to recognize
because of the various complexities of school situations that often
require conscifus and overt signs of pupil'progress.

That is, a "solution" lo a problem may suddenly, seem to come
without warning, as often Bccurs when one wakes in the middle of
the night. Such sudden insights (whether they prove successfk.0
ork not) must be the product of some unconscious process. Thus,
problem solving 2 can be quite elusive in some respectS. Ofteh a
clue to the solution may be recognized. in some unrelated %activity
in which. others, not working an, the problem, would not see the
connettion between 'the solution and the problem. Since finding a
Solution' b'y problem solving takes an unpredictable amount of

it may not' occur. until days, weeks, or .months after the
inttial effort is made to solve the problem. Because of unconscious
ProceSses and unpredictable amounts of time, it is hard to evaluate
how much progrese someone is malting toward getting a solution toAa problem.

Problem solving 2. is difficult to obSerVe under the pressures
of normal- clasSroom work for, the above reasons. it rimy also have
very disorganized beginnings; as in the ,cases previousgi described
of children.working .with pennies.. ,In a classroom, events seem to

. happen too- fast to permit mulling over a problem, which May tle
necessary before any incubation can occur. In fact, frustration

'from trying many different apprpaches, without any success in
grasping the sburce of tHe difficulty, may be a 'necessary. predur-
sor to incubation, and the creatiNie prtcesS. However, ,this frus-
,tration gan bp much %too difficuk to contend with .on a daily basis
'(frorn, the viewpoint of both teacher) and StUdent) in the normal
classroom of 20-30.`Istudents. Many teachers would 'certainly 'balk
at promoting pupil frustration. Nevertheless,' it does occur and .
can be obServed in successfully solving mathematical and social
problems. Another,, emotional asReet of problem solving' 2 is the
fact, that one person'S efforts to redefine a problemmay "pull the

1.
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rug out frorn undei." another 'person; W.hci, dependi 'on...the very
definition that, is being questioned,. Fear -and anger can result,
creating social 'problems for "Someone to solve, -. (In redefining
"ttrobtem. solving" in this paper, we may be creating fear andanger in some readers.) .

#

4

Some examples of this kind of problem solving will perhaps
clarify its properties and the ccinflicts that mey arise with in-
creased experience in mathematics classes of this kind of problem
solving. These emotional aspects of problem solving 2 are familiar
to,, those., who enjoy the'thrill of sOMng a really tough 'problem and
seek out tough. problems o solve. Whether these conflicts are
themselves subject to resolution by some higher kind of problem
solving is, of course, an interesting question.

1
1. Recognition of the triangular rumbers. A child is count.;

ing cardbogiol pennies in class, finding different combinations of
numbers tHat add to 13. While the child is involved in this' task,'the child starts to'fiddle around with the pennies somewhat hap-
hazardly and starts to make the same kjnds of triangles we de-scribed earlier. As the pupil is doing so, the.teacher tells the
class that the time is up, and they must begin another Wk. le
pennies are collected and the beginnings of the "triangular" num-

: ber problem are momentarily forgotten.

Several weeks later the %same student is again .using pennies
in learning abix:It money 'relationships. He or she again starts to
make shapes ancl thinks some .more about "triangles." The child
now formulates a problem: "What are the numbers,of pennies I

would need to make different sizes of triangles?". In spare mo-
ments throughout the suCceeding 1:lays, the problem is Worked on.
But in these conditions; the sblutionferfay never occur until it 'is
presented e>ternally. For example, a. year later when the next,
teacher, while talking about ,number patterns, gives --the children
this sequence, 0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15,- 21, 'which is generated by
successively adding 1, 2, 4, .:., to the- previous result, start-ing with zero. - This particular child may immediately recognize it
as Containing the numbers of pennies that formed triangles, and
recognize that the sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, is the number in each-
rovi. It is easy to seehow this child's problem solving would not .

be recognized .as such because 'of the enormous amount:ofilme
between' stages in the process, the ,changt in ,teachersr and the/
triviality of the problem to anyone who' understands cit. 'In any
case, it would take. some explicit comment *from the child to the
teacher about these past experiences with this situation forlhe.
teacher to be aware of the connections and of this 'occurrence of
problein solving. .

kAhild's social decisibn,making. In a previous example
(in the Problem Solving 1 section), we discussed how 'a, standard
routine in a, social problem. situation was psed. That is , Bill com-
plained that Tony was "bugging him" wid tried to .persuade the

I e
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, .teachir; to reprimand, Tony.- When thef failed, Bill -hit' Tony..
'However, recognizin9 the failure of thos.e toitchniques migt4
begin to asic himself (and others)/why Tony. picics On' him. After
considering Niarious possibilities, Bill finally- might. settle, on ,the
follovidng unlikely sounding hypothesis. -- Tony likes hiM and wants
to interact with hiM. 4p,proachinQ.he problem heackopt he asks
Tony., "What do you aghinst me?" "Nothin,91".' comes the
reply. "Then, why do t we be friendsV He is surprised to hear,
"Okay, see if you can c e to my house after school ."

3. Teaching about. area. A teacher rmight us6 problem,'sohr-
ing '2 in connection With a curriculum. decision. In the situation
described previously, when the teacher is trying' to:decide how to
teach area, suppiose he or she has found that teething the use of
formulas doesn't work very well with some' Children. In fact, ,the
'development of a, concept, of area, for most children., seems to
require more than choosing and using appropflate forMulas. The
teacher thinks of counting one dm squares. in varioui shapes that
can be divided into such squatvs tvenly. Sir or he worRè about
the children generalizing the process to shapes that don't divide
evenly.into squares. ,

. One day, the teacher notices the children, dividing up soda
crackers, many of which are broken. The children decide to
approximate whole crackers from the fragments. This giveS the
teacher an- idea, She or he can use the cracker situation with the
children to lead into the idea of finding the area ef. a rectangular
trapezoid by counting squares and combining the partial squares to
form whole ones. From there, they could work on the area of any
shape. Perhaps this -hew' sequence of activities, will, develop con-
cepts of what areas are and might also help the children realize :
the usefulness of area formulas. This new arrangement of activi-
ties feels partitularly promising to the teacher. There is a ,sense
pf exciterneht of a new discovery, 4)n eagerness to try it out.

4. A teacher's Social prolilem. Alma, a third-grade teacher,
starts out the" school ear by splitting the class tinto groups. She
works with one grou at a time while the other groups are working
on different assjgnel tasks. Increasingty, she feels more and
'more frustrated. Sh doesn't Seem to be able to help one grbup
because other children keep interrupting her. So the problem
begins as frustration, then becomes defined 'as one ,of children's
interruptions. She ponders the problem and further redefines' it.
The, noise from the other cliildren is the disturbing factor. How
can .those other children be motivated, to keep quiet (or at least,
*keep their nOise down to an acceptab(e level)? She tries a point
system for whith students get a reward for doing their work ,

1

However, as the School year progresses, some children,. Alma
discovers, don't care whether, or not they earn points and get the

ward. They continue to be noisy; the teacher's problem still

I
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isn't solved.i The problem needs 'redefining. Alma 'detides _V:, .'enlist the chilcireh's 'NO in reaching' aMore Creative: solution..
*Different possibilities are itried, but none seem to :work, Finally,
Alma and the teacheOl pe'id- clOcir 'pirderthe-"Ovious fact that- the..
children are bored and frustrated, and they decide, to try group .

projects. not, they agree that, even though they may find their ', ,
projeets verry interesting and thus avoid boredom, the .children +kill .. , .

,

still have to be trained to respect the rights: of other pertoris and,. . , .
8

not interrupt therri' when thley 'need help. .... .

,
,

5. A project from home., ;Two .127year-old children, Bill and ,

Sue,', are building a tree house in Bill's front yard, They have
already attacheg to a tree one platform about six. feet off the

,groUnd. They want- to attach and% one (3 feet wide) on the ,

oppotite side, to a board they' ha Iready nailed to the tree.
This board is four feet up the tree trunk from. the .first rm,v
(Figure 1). The problem is that, Wore they' can r e it. into
position, they must attach braces that can' be nailed to he edge of
the lower platform to support ,,,the upper 'platform. The need to
,know how long the --)braces , between the two platforms shou be so
they can be cut, and nailed to the lilatform to help hold'i hile-4t they nail it to the board. They first try to think of a' way of %

.,..measuring. 'directly, but the secorid platform must be t o high to
permit Bill to stand on a step-ladder and hold it in plac while Sue
measures.' 'Also, it would be dangerous to try to hold ,t e platform'
while standing 'On 13 long ladder..placed,.against the tree.

,They think of another .idea: if they stand the -focit-wide
platform, on edge on the sidewalk, and mark the tree's- position
with thalk along. the walk, then they could, meaSure how long the,
braces should- be (Figure 2). "(The two braces- should both be cut
to the same jength) The problem is that the angle formed by the
tree and the platform is unknown. So' they don't know/ where to
draw a line on the sidewalk tb represent the tree. They decide to
talk to their teacher. When their teacher heard the lengths, 3
feet and 4 feet, he immediately, thought of a 3, 4, 5 triangle and .7 N ,began to talk to them about it, draWing a picture' like that in Fig-
ure 3. "But our tree is leahing, so five feet will be too long,"
the two children said.

Bill ahd Sue talked to other people they knew and received
the following suggestions: make a scale drawing; use two' tape

,measures held up by strings and tied to the second story window
of the' house; , build a' large protractor to measure the angle be-
tween ',a spirit level and the tree. These ideas were not as easy
as they sounded, however, and they_ felt that something mire cre-
ative was called fir -- something +hat would not, take somuch time
and effort. Qne night, whfle resting on her bed before supper,
Sue thought of a neat solution. A string with a roCk, tied to it'
could be fastened to one end of .the board they :had nailed to the
tree for the second platform. It would hang down past the plat-

, form that- was already there, and they could measure "Where the
4
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string with the rock on the end of it touched the platform (Figure
4). That waY, they coOd copy the angle of, the tree, onto the
sidewalk without measuring directly :how many, degrees it was.

t

After supperi- Be hung the string from the' top board and
Sue meaSured seven inches from, the String to the edge of the
platform'. They. 'then brought the platforrp. out of the garage and
stood it, on edge on one of the, cross-Ilnes df the sidewalk. They
measured where seven inches frOm the edge' of the sidewalk crossed
four feet from.`.the platform,. They rtext drew the four-foot .line to
represent. the tree. They measured froM ,the end of that ljpe' to
the platform to find how ,Iong the brace's had to 'be (Figure 5).
They really felt good about so ving .their problem and told their

I \ teagher all about the solution t e next day. 'Mit afternoon' they
sawed the braces to the c,ight ngth, nailed them to,the platfOrm
-and, without tOo.rnuch,trouble, ailed _th'e second -plafform securely
in place. .) . ,

4

Now that Welvb clarified some points about what we are calling
problem solving 1 and problem solving 2; We are'ready to consider
some questions relating to these kinds .of,pi.oblerr -solving.. What is
/here about problem solving 1 °that's impOrtant? Whatt happens if
there's tOo inuph emphason prgblem. solving 1 activities? What's
important about problem solving 2? What happens' if there is too
much ',emphasis on' problem' solving '2 aCtivities? What are some
realistib ways of /dealing with ,teadhers',soclay and mathematical
prob)em- solving (bOth1,14and 2)? What 9boyt students' social' and
mathemrical problems?1- And, perhaps of .special gancern to class-
room teachers, are there -practical ways of-getting problem solving
2 to occur more often in'the classroom?

t

In the next secfion, by examining everyday clikssroom situa-,
tions, we hope, to- show why problem solvintt, 1-is rot 'sufficient for
unideritanding arithmetic or even becoming skillful in ,it and what
can realistically be done through problem' tblvifig 2 to remedy that
situation.

.v

2,s1/4
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. PART

UNDERSTANDING THAT ARITHMETIC PROCEDURES

ARE NOT ARBITRARY 6
a

10

. What does understanding arithmetit have to_ do with problem
solving 1 and 2? When problem solving 1 methods are given too
Much attention, then children can survive by memorizing rules tO
get 'answers. Also, those methods are neverConnected "to each-. other, as could be the cas.e in problem solving 2. So children see
mathematics as fragmented and as arbitrary rules (Erlwanger,
1975). ,jlo one is arguing for an exclusive.diet of problem\solving
2, which a few students approximate by their refusal t,o memdrize
anything they can- figure out some other way. Provbably tbat
would -produce an undisciplined mind, 'incapable, of rapid learning.
It is important to combine problem solving 1 with problem solving 2
methods, but not to entirely neglect either of them because each
has its simporance.

The Importance of Problem Solving 1

Although it may be assumed, from its neglect in the litera7.
ture; that problem solving 1 is a simple process, there is grOwing
evidence (Davis & McKAight, 1979) that the application Of staridard
algorithms to numerical problems (or exercises') is not as simple'as
it l. often asSumed. 'It appears that fragments of algorithms are.
often learned independently and recombined incoerrectly. . .

Much of what- children are, expected to learn in'mathematics
illustrates the importance of problem soMng 1 (applying a few
specified rules and procedures) for the classroom: [Further study
might reveal its importance in Other areas of Afe (see Stake and
Easley, 1978, Chapter 16).]

Prevlously we bave, as an example, a Child using known
algorithMs to solve eArcises inirolving the four arithmetic opera-
tions. Obviously these algorithms art part of; what is expected of
mathematics teachipg in* elementary school. Even before WA need
to learn these procedures; though, there are- other procedures'
which are prerequisitis. For example, it is necessary to learn to
recognize the numbers, to printAthem cOrrectly, to say them cor-
rectly, to -know the hasic "facts'of arithmetic,fi and so on. These
necessities take much dril0 'and practice of the problea solvinb 1
type.

Once children learrr these "bitics", there are other requirw-
ments: learning the procedures of adding, subtracting, multiply-
ingi and dividing. Children need to learil how 'to write their
computational exercises in a form that is communicable to others
(and to themselves). For exemple, we all chn think of the child
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who doesn't line up the numbers correctly when adding or multiL
plying and consequently gets wr=ong answers. -We are reminded of

kthe case.of a very bright 13-year-old. His.teachers couldn't-un-
derstand why his standardized tett scores in mathematical reason-

. ing were so very high but-in computation -were so very low. Upon
doing some individualized testing, it was discovered that he didn't
line; up his numbers correctly beaause of a perceptual problem.

The reader will doubtless be 'able to think 04, even better.
'examples illustrating the importance of problem solving 1. We
would appreciate hearing about them.

The importance of Problem Solving 2

Perhaps it would seem strange to researchers to be discussing
the. importance of something whose significance is so much taken
for granted in the literature. We said in Part I .that problem
solving 2 methods need more.emphasis in elementary school so' that
students don't develop the idea that mathematics is just a' set of
.arbitrary rules. lt was also suggested that dependence on the
teacher (as the authority) starts very early and .perpaps more
problem solving 2 'could alleviate that. There is; however, reason
to believe that complete dependence on authority is a major cause
of inability to use mathematics or' to develop confidence in one's
mathematical ability (see Tobias, 1978, chapter 2).

The way students think about an over-emphasis on rules was
evident in a conversation between some high school 'students. It
went something like this.

Jane:
.

I think the EnOlish parts .of the SAT's are easier
than the math parts.

_Chris: Yeah, English is so much more open than math.

Joe:" Yeah-, mat', is just memorizing and remembering
rules,

Teacher: Why clp you think that?

Joe: I don't know...that's just the way it is.

Jane: I think I know. It's because whatever we've had
to learn in mathematics class has been rules. First
we learned the rules for adding, then subtracting,
then multiplying and dividing'. Then we got tcv
high school and learned some. more rules for alge-
bra.

If ALL that students remember about mathematics class is9
having to memorize rules and procedures then mathematics is of
little tuse to them. What happens aloiv 'the way to get this "rule

.
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applying",. attitude? Pert4ps this .stv.arted in the cdimary ''grades
Where two different methods of counting the same.,collection
"skip counting" by fives and' by tens) produce different answers.
(See Stake, 1980, for an analysis of children's counting problems.)
Because each method .was memorized, and especially because no
connection was made betWeen methods, ,no discrepancy was Ob-
served by the child. The' children conClude that, getting different
answers is 0.k. So they (and teachers) can come iaway with the

, view that . in mathematics 'when you apply a rule, there's nothing
.more Ito.do... (Learning to check one's" own answer may be an
egSential step to the insights into the,. rational consistency that
gives the emotional excitement ,and aesthetic beauty to mathematics
and to making these connections.) -

How Probleen Solving 2 May Turn Into Problem tolving 1

7 We are only reflecting on a few years of observation, but we
'have the feeling that MOST early mathematical experiences are like
that in the following `scene from a second-grade classroom.

TeaCher: Let's , get ourtelves ready. Two 'feet on tpe floor.
We're going to work for a while in yoUr arithmetic
books on putting some sets of different animals and
objects 'together. Any time someone asks you, how
many do you have in all, that's your clue that you
need to .add the- two sets together. ..,(Rule 1)* Any
time yoU see these Words, "how, many, in, all"
(She writes each word en the board as she talks.)
...Let's do a problem. There's 7 red balloons and
2 blue ones. SoMeone says, 'How many do you
have in all?' Can you do it in your head? Jimmy?.

Jimmy: 8..

Teacher: Let's check it out. Come up here and draw a set
of 7 balloons. Count 'em off as ydu. go. (Rule 2)

(Jimity comes to the board and draws 7 circles and counts
along, as soon as he reaches 7, the teacher says...).

Teacher: There's your first set, right, John? tlow how
many more do you have to put with that?

14.1,

* To help the reader identifY rules in the scenes presented, we
have inserted rule numbers in parentheses into the transcripts,
underlined when they are introduced by the teacher and not
underlined when they are followed by pupils.

31
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Jimmy: .8. 4 4,

k c , ;.
Teacher: 'Look at the problem again. Over here you have'

6 how many in . the first set? Look where I'm poi.nt-
ing. (She has drawn the numbers 7 and 2 on 'the

. bigard. ) What numeral is 'that? .

C. Jimmy: 7. )

,
Teacher: And how, many do you put with Viet?

Jimmy: 2.

Teacher:. 2 jnore. How Many do you need to .draw then
Jimmy?

Jimmy:'. 2. Olule 3).
t

Teacher: How are ,you going to figure, out how many you
have in all?' What are youtgoing to do? (Rule 1..)

14

119

XJiMmy mumbles.)

teacher: I can't hear you.
-Jimmy (says louder): cotifit...

Teacher: Do that please.

(Jimmy starts counting.)
.4*

Tiacher: Louder . so they can hear you in the b7,, k -of the
, room.

Jimmy (starts oyer):
' seven...eight...nine...

Teacher: *So you' have how many in all?

Jimmy: 9.

Teacher: So we can say that 7 plus 2 &Weis 9. ,(She writes
7 + 2 = 9 as she talks.) Very nice, `Jimmy. Lo

s. -you want to sit down? Now let's try .s..pme in our
math book.

Note that Jimmy isn't asked how he did the problem or wheth-
er he could do it another way to see if he got the same answer.

Teacher: We're going to make up a .story for the first prob-
lem. We've got 3 blue ghosts for* Halloween. night.
Do you see where I am? Put your finger on top of

44
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the page at the blue-ghosts. Well, they were lone-
ly. So Minds joined. rem ... 5 golden ghosts:
the question is, Adam, how, many ghosts in, all on
Halloween night? .

ikdam: 2 3. (Rule 2)

Teacher: How many friends came along?'

Adam: 5. (Rule .3) , 4

Teacher: So your job is to add a set of 3 to a set of 5 (Rule
1) trace pver the dotted 3. Theyalready gave
you the first part of the 'problem. Trace over the.
dotted 5 ... Supply how many they had in all.
Adam, what number did you get for that?

Adam: 8. (Rule la?)

Teacher: Is he right, Arthur?

Adam: Yeah. .

Teacher: I don't see your answer. There, Ruth. ,You need
to show in your book that you know 8 is the an-
swer. 4.et's.go down the page,

In the spring of the second-grade year., adding one'-,c14t
numbers is not difficult for most children. What is. difficult for
Adam is knowing when to add.-- The question "How many ghosts
in all?" seems to come At the wrong time in'his rule sequence. He
was following Rule 2 at the timg. However, the teacher gets into
synchronization with him by asking the question for *tile 3 and
then giving him Rule 1 . (His sequence seems to be: Rule 2, Rule
3, Rule 1--possibly because Rule 1 is assumed for all these prob-
lems.).

Teacher:, The next problem ... jac o'lanterns ... are we
going to add or subtract, Ruth?

Ruth: Add. (Rule 1)

Teacher: Put the .2 sets together. (Rule 2 and 3) We're gom,
ing to add. Go on and add it. AnNkine want to 'use
counting sticks?

(Several kids raise their hands. She Passes some out to .,
them.)

Teacher: Who can make Up a problerri for ute with the
N pops?

fr 33
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..«. .Eve: 5 golden lolliPops . sitting in ,.. a man gave 2
, (pause) root beer lollipops; how many in all?. - ,\ e ',,, ,

leather: Eve, are we going to add or subtract? .(Rule 1)lk .

. Eve: Add. N
,. .

Teacher: Let's do it. Figure it kut yourself, JiMmy, then
we'll check it together. How many in the first set,
Jimmy? ,-(Rule 2) ,

,, ,
(Jimmy mumbles.) ., ..4 . : eg

Here, we see that Rules 2.and 5 are subordinated to 'Rule 11
which explains the ,teacher's sequence. The teacher expects those
(the tmajority) who cen idd to learn to use that skjll in enew con-
text, and Rules 2 .and 3 -are just "reminders of what they already. ...

know. They do some more addition story problems, then go onto a
page of subtraction ones.

.

alt
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Teadier: '1'11 make up the ffrst story: 3 orange cats are
li,ving .1n a house and 2 of them decided to go out
and sit on the fence and howl at the moon. lf you
,had I cats and 2 of th-em got up and left, hew

. Many would still be inside, Sharon?
.

Sharon: 1
e.

Teacher: Reid the sentence they gave us for the problem. ,

Be quiet Eve. Trace over the problem. .3 minus 2
equals 1. We're going to go across the page ...
blue dogs 4.. got a story for us Karen?

Note that "3-2=1"..is the "problem," not the "storY" and not
'the task of making up the story. That is obviously because earli-
ir the children had learned to call "3-2=?" a problem.

Karen: 2 dogs ,Lighting over a bone and one of them ran
,away ... 2 minus 1...

Teacher: Think it out., You have 2 dogs; one of them gets
the bone; how many dont get the bone?

Karen: _1.

Teacher: So problem will be what? .. read the whole thing...

Karen: 2 - 1 = 1.

Teacher: Very nice. Here's one about, ducks.

44.
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How does this scene illustrate our point? Well, what might
have started out ai a problem solving 2 experience for Jimmy and
Adam turned ,Into mostNN-toutini!zed problem solving 1. How?
Notice that the teacher wanted -to give the:children practice in
ctinposing story. problems -- in thii instance, problems related to
pictorial situations already shown in their workbooks. What hap-
pens, though, is that ALL the, problems shown pictorially on each
page.are the same. *So, fort the children,' making'up a story prob-
lem becomes making up a .context for the situation /-"a less b".
There is little room ;for mathematical creativity; the child only hag
to think of some reason *for the objects being separated and then
write the number sentence, called the. "problem," Oa of deference
to their habittlial uses of this familiar word.'

We do not' want to criticize this particular lesson. It meets
needs that ,children will have in tests or textbooks so there are
legitimate reasons for some practice. A legitiinate concern, hpw,
ever', is that two. of 'the children's mathematical problem solving
opportunities were overlooked, and they may well never learn how
checking their work helps them understand it. They had 'to
synchronize their procedures with the teacher's and thf
procedurei and they lost a chance- to learn to chetk their own -
work. They probably don't understand why their first answers
were wrong.

Children (perhaps all of us adults, too) need a variety of
experiences of . both pyoblem 'solving 1 and 2 to learn mathematics.

rse, teachers can't stop. at every opportunity to pursue the
creatijie type .described as problem solving 2. But occasionally,
doin so is necessary, to avoid the conclusion that the. right proce-
dure is just -a matter of follqwing the teacher.

Turning Problem Solving 1 Into Problem SolVing 2

Take our previous example of the teacher who was frustrated
by being constantly interrupted by students. At first a problem
solving 1 tactic is' tried; the students are told to sit down and be
quiet. When ihe first tactic doesn't* work, the teacher's problem
evolves into problem splving 2 and the problem becomes one of
understanding the cause of the interruptions.

We have prevjously separated problem solving 1 and 2 in our
discussion to show how different they can be, but we 'don't want

.to imply any sharp distinction between them. , Sometimes when
classroom events are closely observed, it is seen that situations
exist that are ALMO,ST problem solving 2. If there were sOme4
small changes in the 'situation, then perhaps problem solving 1

could come closer to problem solving 2. ,

We want to point out ,that we realize that there are many
difficulties with trying to find practical solutiorfts to everyday
classroOrn probtees. We ilianeed to paint' out that we can foresee

Ikta
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some trouble with trying to change situations. 'One difficulty
would be that a new situation is created and that new situation
brings its own problems with it.' So sometimes Pt's a trade-off of
one. sef of problems for another.. One,then needs to decide which
problems one would ratherk be faced with. For example, a teacher
may read a suggestion that we have made and react: "If I do that
with my class -1 know that I'M have trouble with John and Skip
that I don't -have now.' On the other hand, it might solve the
problems I now have with Randy and Sue."

We now want to consider some clasiroom events and discUss
some of the most impqrtant problems that are involved with each of
these events. In each case we will try to consider the .event from
both the teacher's and the, student's perspective. (We may not
considen the problem solving researcher's .perspective, but we do
want to bring our own perspective in.) We' begin with extnples
from primary grade classrooms, because we are interested in de-
termining how it happens that children so often fail to relate.rules
and procedures to each other. After a careful examination of-
typical primary classroom scenes, we will turn to special problems
of the middle school years: -

Iry these examples we want to emphasize one or more of the
following points in relation to turning problem solving 1 .into prob-
lem 'solving 2:

1. So procedures don't become arbitrary and disconnected
in students' min-Ti7some connections between them need

- to be shown. A way of doing this is to have children
chek., answers to ,the same problem' using .different
procedures.. Sometimes answers will 'be in a different
"form", but this needs to be talked about.

2. To 'increase problem solving 2 somewhat, we will make
suggestions for using the student's present knowledge
and extending it. Usually this can be .done by a ques-
tion like: If 6 + 2 is 8, what would 26 + 2 be? How
does this relate to problem4solving 2? Studeks will
need to use their existing strategies and put them to-
gether in a new way to answer such questions. For 26
+ 2/ for example, stydents can think: if 6 +-2 = 8,
then 26 has a 2 to the left of the 6, the answer will also
have a 2 to the left of the 8, so 26 + 2 z 28. [Perhaps
some would be disturbed by such a teaching strategy
because mathematics is being taught "out of sequence."
That is, the chiltiren are learning .basic 'facts and
haven't yet reached two-digit addition. But we Would
argue--along with Piaget (4968) and Lesh (1979b)--that
learning doesn't actually occur in a nice orderly se-
quence. Sometimes we get intrigued by a complicated
idea and set about "learning" things associated with that

. idea.]

4t
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3. Children ere always looking for faster ways Of .doing
* things. Teachers could capitalize on these "'shortcuts

by helping children find useful ones. This relates, to
problem solving 24becaute old strategies are put together
in new ways to

.

find 'Yshortcuts.",

Zoo muchi.specification. On one hand, we as teachers seem to
feel that we must direct most 'classroom aCtivity. Otherwise how
would the children learn what they, are supposed to learn? We all
know that some children need more direction thari others .and some
activlties need to' be more direoted than others. Where is the
'subtle line then 'between too much direction and'not enough? Holk
do'we decide where and when to draw it?

4

Alice, the teacher, puts out an orange Cuisehaire rod ori' the
table. She also places a unit rod and asks the 6 children how ,
many of the small ones would, make am orange one.

All: 10.
4,

Alice: The orange one is called a ten stick. What would
this one be call#d? (She ,ptuts down a blue stick.)

All: 9.

She passes out all the different colored rods, one of each
color to each child.

11.(ark: What are we going to do?

Alice: .We're going to see what combinations will make 11.
If you take the ten stick and the unit one,
makes?

All: 11. a

Alice: I would like you to ditcover, here's*the_ rules:
using only two rods (Rule 1), how many ways can
you wake 11...using only two rods? You can uie
thii Kpoints to the len§th formed by the orange and
unktt rods) to measure against. (Rule 2)4 .

Each of the children mpi.ted the sticks around to form patterns
like the one shown below.

1

3 7 (
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Alice writes, on theiboard:. 10 + 1 == 11 (Rule a)
9 + 2 = 11 (Rule b)

8 + 3 11 (R-1,51.T7)

Sally:'

Alice;

(.;

Oh,4 I see...you can.- go 10... 9... 8. : .

5.... 4.... 3... 2... 1. (RUle 3)

,

That'S *ghat I'm going to do. (She continues writing
on the board,.)....notice how these get smaller
(points to the first addends) and these 'get bigger
(points o the second addends). ,(Rule 4)

This activity continues and the teacher ha44 the children corn-plete some ditto sheeti with dbmbina ns of umbers for 12 and

The problem°, as stated by Alice (how many ways can you
make 11?), can be interpreted as being overly directive because of
(1) talk liMitation of the number of rods per child, arid (2) the se-
quential procedure demonstrated. Getting the right answer is ,al-
most guaranteed for every child who is paying attention. (PerhOssome children aren't.) All the children have to do is toworkIThtiIall the rods,are gone or follow the proeedure she has illustrated,
combining the desc nding sequence starting from 10 with the as-

'
cencling startin rom ,4. So -the everit becOmes a problem

solvR1 task. V Ho ever, the proeklure for getting the pOttern'for the combinations o two numbers adding to 11 probàbjy isn't asimportant as knowing at 9 + 2 11 (or any of the oth numberfacts). However, the ttern in the resulting sequence ofsums is
even more important still.

What is unclear in this task
the-children and which are b ing
ously' known facts. For exam le
dereived by means of 5 + 1 = 6 a
are happening, we might want to
since three rules (facts) are being

is which facts are well-known to
figured out' somehow from previ-
it might be. that 5 + 6 = 11 ,is
10 + 1 = 11. If things like this-
egard it as problem solving 2,

mbined in new ways.

To make the situation closer to p blem solving 4, some writ-
ers might recommend that the teacher re ove herself from the sit-
uation and let the children decide what oblem was going to be
solved and what questions Were going to b argwered. It seems
doubtful that Alice would find this a useful s gestion.

for example, in this scene, Alice might kn
ticular children need pto succeed in'fotlowing vdire
that is for them more important than insight into

zdures and relations. Whereas we can imaging that,
whom she "Rháws could handle a less directed (more
situation, she would have organized the activity differen

3 8

that these par-
i orii something

a thmetic proce-
ifh children
ambiguous)

y.
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So at first glance, 'istepping aside" may sound like an easy
way to improve the situation. But it depends on the signifiCance
this situation has .in the development of Llnderstandings%and.work.V
in relations° in the class. e_And only the teacher involved can
decide if it is appropriate to step aiide. t

.

Some other suggestions might' be easier to follow. Alice could
have withheld showing them the procedure; 10+1, 9+2, 8f3, etc.
Following this suggestion might make Alice artkious that some
children would- get the wrong answer. But the answer to how
many combinations there are is not as important as knowing, for

'example, that 10 + 1 = 11. - She 'might Say ihat the pattern of an
ordered set of combinations was What she wanted them-to see,' not
the answer to the questions she has asked.

I
.

This seems to be a good place to extend the children's t4ink-
ing. So if the pattern 10 + 1 = 11 is shown, then some num-

it .9 + 2 =*11
8 + 3 = 11
7 + 4 = 11 . ,

etc.
berS can be changed to show the pattern

20 + 1 =
.19 + 2 =
18 to- 3 =

21
21
21

or
,.

...

10
9.
8

r

+ 21
+ 22
+ 23

=
=
=

31 ,

3.1 ';%\ii
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or`any other, variation.

The next page was developed to give children (who presum-
ably were well acquainted with facts like 3 + 2 = 5 and 5 - 3 = 2)
an opportunity to extend these facts to ndw contexts, for which
procedures had never been given. It was tried with Students in
two first-grade classes who had mastered the eight cases in the
boxes, but had only-been introduced tq,missing addenrls in binary
cases (on the left), The children were rinstructed to skip prob...
lems they couldn't do. After they reported they had done all they
1could, each child was givers a colored pencil and was asked to go
back and, try the ones skipped. .

The *resuits indicated that most of the children (all but theslotie' =

rest) wore able to get some right that they had skipped. In
ot r words; children were able to use the number facts 2 + 3,
5, etc.. Tfie most difficult cases were the multiple addends in the
upper right-hand part of the page, suggesting an inability to use
a sum "Ss an addend. Two-and three-digit Sums and differences
that were correct do not Mien the quantities involved are 'always
compre/iended in a place -value sense. However, some or the, exer-
cises might have ,been checked by other' means -.4, using counters,
for example. t
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2 + 3 .z 02

3 + 2

1 '+ 1 .3 = 0a

1 + 2 + 2 = 1:7

2 + 0 = 5 '1 + 3 + 0,= 5
4

3 + 4:7 = 5 , 1 + 2 + 3 = c7

0 + 2 a' :5 3 + 2 +,1 = 4:7
1,

Ei + 3 = 5
ti

5 3 = 1:7 3 + 2 + L:7 _ 5

5 2 -

5 - 0 = 2

5 = 3

1:7 2 = 3

3 2

30 20
.-20 .+30

3 + 2. +

, 31 30

r
+20 +21

. 12 51
I + 3 "a:20
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"Anothec 'suggestion relates to "shortcuts'. 'Using the pattern
tO get the combinations for 11 is a shoirtcut. 4 Anotherr one is discussed,next.

I.

CriscussinkeqUivalent methods. In the following, scene the
teacher has a pecific motive 'in mind, to try to show the children
the "counting on" 'shortcut for doing addition probler.

.

* I.

erg

$

4.

* * * *
_;

Bruce, the teacher, is working with 4

Bruce: I'm going 'to show yoii a f
with the -numberL on tdp and
line to get the answer.

Marie: 2, that was easy. I didn't
line.

'Bruce:

(Marie

Bruce:',

Marie:'

Bruce:

Tommy:

Bruce:

children.

Card and we will start
use taps on the number
1?

have to use.the number-

Oh , they're going to get harder. (He takes out
the "plus three" flash cards.) Marie? (He showsher 6 + 3 --- all problems on the cards ares
written vertically.)

s silent.)

lt's 3 taps after 6. (He points to 6 on the number
line and with a pencil taps out 3 more, pointing,to

8., 9 as he goes.) p.

Good, now Tommy? (Bruce shows him 1 + 3.) I'M
going ,to tap out 3 times,2... 3... 4.

-It,ain't 3 taps...1... 2... 3... 4.

You start. with 1. Don't tap for 1, 'cause you
started with 1 so you only tap 3 times.

Bruce goes around the .table showing one flash card at a time
to each child. When a child takes more-than a second or two
to answer, he shows.them. how to do the -problem by tapping
out the second addend. .

* * *

The method of '11cOunting on". that Brute is promoting is a
very worthwhile 'procedure to jise in adding. The problem in this -
lesson is that Bruce, IS not using the children's prior knowledge to
develop new knowledge.

ft
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How could this lesson be changed to be closer to problem
solving 2? One way would have been for Bruce to open the dis-
cUssion by asking the children how they foUnd the answer kb each
problem. jf Tommy Said that, -to get 7 +,3, for example, he would
count 1... Z... 3.... 4... 5... 7... 8... 9... 10, then Bruce
could have presented the challenge: Find a quicker way to get
the same answer Other than counting bottythe 7 and the 31

This kirid of lesson Certainly might take more time, 6ut Bruce
(if he needed ,to) could have placed a time limit on finding a
quicker strategy. That could have 'solved his problem. Then the
children might even have apprecLated being given a solution ibe-
cause they would have waked On the problem long enough to *eine'
an answer.

As it is, Tommy seems to be doing the problems his own way.
For Tommy, the problem" is to persuade Bruce that he is wrong.
Tommy, perhaps, is perfectly content to use his own strategy, as
the other children are also, for the teacher hasn't said, "Let's
find a. shortcut."

Instead, the teacher feels compelled to teach a quicker meth-,
od, because answers aren't given immediately. The intent is t9
help the child respond in a way that's closer to immediate recall
than counting out the two addends and the surn as well.- But it
could be that there ii a systematic way to build, the "facts," and
that teaching a ne , faster algorithm js tipefficient in terms of the
time taken to teac it. that is, it'wotild, be systematic t,o use the
facts the child n w knows to ,,..euild 4er4ones. For example, if
the child knows some doubles like 2 '2Or 3 + 3, those facts can
be used to do 2 + 3 = 5 (one More hah,2 + 2 = 4) or 3 + 5 = 8
(two more than 3 + 3 = 6). "An example of the teacher using this
idea is oh page 40. Perhaps what is more important is that differ-
ent methodt can be used to check answers for the same pra-57-m.

'It seems that the emphasis in this scene is on getting an
answer quickly, which IS important inl learning basic facts. If the
child is able to do so '(by any method)/ then he or she is left
elone--the objective has been met. But for children who do not
produce the correct answer immediately, there is no attention to
the rule that they are using. To give this attention, the teacher
might have sa , "No, even thougti both methods give the same
answer, I don't want to itap how many, there tre altogetherjust
the ones to be added on." Or he-might have"combined the drill
and practice with teaching some specific strategy by choosing a
mixture of easy problems and hard ones for which a quick answer,
requires:a shortcut. As we rooted beforee. Bruce's strategy fails
for one or more children. Those childre6'''' may be forming some
"interisling" hypotheses (as to what the new procedure is) and
testing -them: in short/ theV'may be really doing problem_solvi4
2. .

(4

A .411;
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The idea of discussing different strategies with piwils is 6

related to the problem solving 2 process of testing different pro-
cedures.. It is important to develop explicitly an understanding of
which procedures are eqUIvalent. .0therwise,' if children depend
on teacher feedback to know when they are right, they can very
easily get the idea that their own methods for solving problems
aren't important or trustworthy. They get the ideaimplicitly but
sometimes very explicitly--that only using the strategies and
methods that the teacher tells you to is what is important. Wet
don't want to imply that if-117ft important. Rather, the important
idea is to have many methods "up one's sleeve"--in a practical
form, ready to use, ready to question elf they don't fit, and ready
to recognize ones that give equivalent answers.

in this next scene, some different methods ,for addition basic
facts are used. Here the teacher tries some physical activities to
get at the "counting .on" strategy.

Robert, the teacher, has the five chil.dren set out (on the
rug) some numbered plastic cards in a row. There is an ordered.
sequence containing each number from 0 through 10. He then has
the children sit on the floor. One by ,one he has them stand up
and do a problem like 3 + 4 by stepping on the numbers,. But
there is a well-defined procedure for doing the problems.

Robert: OK..Randy, I Want you to do 5 + 2. Get up and
stand on the 5. (Rule 1) Then walk two steps-
(Rule 2) ancN tell usv-,Thf at number it is. (Rule 3)*

(Randy starts at 5 and then goes to -8,.)

Robert: You went three steps, not two, Randy.

Alan: He kind of went two, though. (He points to the
two cards--6 and 7--thati are in-between the '5 and
8.)

Robert: Oh, I see what, you're saying. No, that ipn't
really going two steps. You count from where you
started (Rule 4), like 5 then two more 6....7... So
7 is the answer. (Rule 5)

\\,

Note that here the teacher accepts Alan's interpretatiori of
what Randy did and gives a fuller explanation of the procedure.

Robett: Robin, l want eyeu to do 7 + 2. (She gets up and
walks.)

Robert:: OK, Robirt, .10 what's 7 + 2?
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Robin: 9.

Robert does some more of thine with the five children. Then
he says:.

Robert: I'm going to give you your computer number line
that you made last week and your "adIng two"
flash cards that you made. I want you to get in
pairs anch practice these problems and use your
computer number line if you need to.

Ann and Robin work together. Ann uses her computer num-
ber-Line with a sliclinCwindow on it.

_

1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10

Rczbin., however, does her problems by adding on her fingers.
.Alan and Randy worls together. Randy is still having trouble.

Randy: Is 6 + 2 equal to 9?

Robert: No...I see that you're doing it by using your
fingers. Also don't count fup to 6...start at 6 and
then add° on 2. Where's /our calculator (meaning
the computer number. line)? Why aren't you using
that?

Everyone has to follow the "counting on" procedure in the
physical activity. The first step is to Olace oneself physically on
the first number. in -the addition problem. Even if- one wanted to
count from 1, it is prollibited by the situation. Butkwhy is no one
using the old algorithm as a check on the new.oni? The use of
the flash cards and the computer number line provides another

,. time for the teacher to say explicitly that one kind of method,
(adding on. your fingers) gives the same answer as another (the
coMputer). The following scene again involves children having
trouble with immediate recall of addition fa?Fts. The teacher now
tries SO broaden the 'student's repertoire of strategies.

* * *

Robert, th teacher, is sitting at the table with .four chil-
dren. They are actifing the "plus 3's" with flash cards. Rob-rt goes around th tible and checks If a child can recite the
'answers quickly. If so, that child' gets a check mark meaning that

44
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he or she can proceed to the "plus 4's." Mark has the wrong
answer (11) for 9 + 3. Robert reminds hid', of the strateciy they
talked about before.

Robert: Remember the "secret of the 9's?" When you add-
to 9, you subtract 1 from the number you are add-
ing and the answer is in the teens. So for 9 + 3,
subtract 1 from 3 and,get 2, so answer is?

Mark: 12?"

Robert: Good.

Why would Robert suggest another -rule without finding oUt
which rule Mark was using? Supposedly this rule helps. But how
is the old knowledge used in new situations?

Robert gives some of the other children thi "plus 3's" and
then comes back and gives them to Mark again. This time Mark
does better. He then gives them to Tim, who has trouble, so now
Robert tries another teaching strategy.

Robert: 4 + 3?

(Tim is silent.)

Robert:. What was 3 + 3?

Tim: 6.

Robert: So what is 4 + 3?

Tim: 7.

Robert: Good--see how you can use 3 plus 3 and the idea
of one more than?

* * * *

The teacher io trying to show how existing knowledge can be
extended to get new knowledge. This certainly is a lot closer to
problem solving 2 because the student's "tiag of, tricks" is in-
creased to the point where thereare too many overrapping rules to
be able to make automatic decisions. So it becomes necessary for
the child to focus on choosing the appropriate rule.

On the other hand, there still is some lost opportunity here
for discussing what the children's strategies were and for making
connections between stsrategies. Espetially relevant is the oppor-
tunity, in all of the p'revious scenes, to discuss equivalent meth-
ods. That is, usrl of taps on the number line is similar to walking

4
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on the cards in that "counting o" is the shortcut. In fact, these
brief scenes all show relatedness of several different. procedures to
get addition basic fact answers. We think it's Important to point
out explicitly, this relatedness to the children and not to depend on
their seeing .the relatedness themselves. However,- in the next"
section, the children do see a shortcut for themselves. But they
also need to have the relairEnship clarified.

or
A .place value 'shortcut. The children ire working on a work-.

book page that has exercises ,like the following:-.,

Cy 'Tens + 0 Ones
(blue) (green) -

Rose, the teacher, explains how to do the exercises.

Rose: Look acrosS this way...Chris, [how many] bundles
of 10 in the first picture?

Chris: 2.

Rose: Bundles!!

Chris: 1.

Rose: Sticks all by self, not\ ire'a bundle?

Chris: 2. lY

Rose: So put the number of buri'qlese in the blue box
(Rule 1) and the number of sticks by themselves in
the green box. (Rule 2), Now you do the page by
yourselves.

The children are working.

Chris (who has completed pictures of 11, 12, 13, and 14
sticks): Look, it goes

Al: Yeah, all .yve have to do is fill in 1...2...3...4...
5.. 6...7...8...9. ,

Chris and Al complete the pages very quickly by filling in
according to the pattern. Peter hasn't noticed the pattern yet,
and is still Working by counting the whole thing instead .of just
the\ ones. Chris and Al turn the page and do the next several
ones like they are supposed to. Rose comes back and checks their
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answers. She tells them they did well and they can go play :a
game while the other children finish their work.

.4

* * * *

The shortcut that Chris and Al 'found is quite important.
'Their strategy was based on the pattern in the format of the
page. Whether or not this was what the authors of the workbook
intended, the page could easily be completed as these boys did.
Again, some open .diseussion of this strategya kind of sharing
time with the class--would have called attention to the idea that
thinking about strategies, helps in being able to have a lot of them
to choose- from, or to be able to put neW ones together in some
way.

We realize, however, that opening up.an explicit .diScussion of
shortcuts inay create many problems for the teacher. Other than
the obvious problem of time constraints, there is another issue in-

; volved here. What if some children have strategies to discuss and
others can't verbalize their own strategies? This can be both bad
and good, of course. ,The ones who can't verbalize their strate-
gies would at least learn something from the other children. And
perhaps they would also learn that they were not ajone in having
few strategies ,or in not being able to s te them.

Alio, whenever you open u a topic for student discussion
/ you are -allowing opportunities for disagreement and challenge.

This means that teachers have to decide for themselves whether to
discuss something or not. One has to take into consideration 'what
the topic is, who the students are in e class, and when the
discussion-is to be held.

Planning time for problem solving 2. We all treasure those
moments when children get excited about the mathematics they're
doing. If only they would occur more often! But when they do
occur, time may have rUn out.

4 Carol, the teacher, iJ usinT bundles of toothpicks to intro-
' duce place value. She p ts out 10 bundles (of ten toothpicks

each) and 10 single sticks.

Carol: How many do we have?

Mike: That's easy, 110.

Jeff: Right.

t' 4

13
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Carol: Can you .pyt more than-, 10 bundles 'in the tens
place? (Rule 1)

Al: We need a hundreds place.

Carol: Let's get a big rubber band. ou saicl'uone hun-
dred", so we get one bundle. (She uses a thick
rubber band to bundle the 10 bundles irito a big
one.) (Rule 2) So what's the number-just by
looking? rgh7-puts clown the papers with the place
value names as shown.)

4\
hunClreds

Mike: 100 and...10.

tens

\
111.
ones

01141

Carol,: Dave? (Now, she puts out 1 bundle of 100 plus
two 10 bundles and twenty, single sticks in the ones
place.)

(Dave counts the 140.)

Carol: Do you need to db anything?I
Jeff: Yes.

.

Dave: You need to alWays start with the ones.. (Rule 3)

Carol: Good why?

Jeff: 'Cause you can change them to tens.., (Carol
continues* to set out bundles and sticks for the
children to figure out.) 11.

(Dave is busy bundling sticks from the Ones place into bun-
dles of 10 each.)

Dave: 6 of these in the ones place.

Carol: In the tens?

Dave: 156.

Carol: Correct, wonderful.

She leaves the table to help a child in another part of the
room. The boys are busily taking toothpicks and formingbundles
of 10 and .100. She comes back.

48
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Jeff and Dave: This is really fun. Let's do some more.

Jeff: I'm going to give you one.

Carol:, Me!

Jeff: Let's take them all out! (He is pointing to the
box containing about a thousand toothpicks.)

Carol (laughs): That would take . all day! -We do havertime
for one more.

Jeff andDave: Ohhh... (sound disappointed). .

She gives therm one more problem.

* * * *

Jeff and Dave-especrally have gotten involved in this activity.
Their excitement, however*, 'gets squelched, at least for the mo-
ment. Time limits!

"We can't spend all day on this. Hurry up now, we have to
move on to something else. We have to work in our books now."
How often we all find ourselves saying things like this to our
classes? We react like thi because we as 'teachers are constantly
aware (evcen if unconsciously), of the fact that there is only a
certain .amount of time in which to do so.many topics. How does
this relate to problem solving 1 and 2? Let's stop and think aboutit for a minute.

Remember that we discussed the idea that at times .problem
solving 2 involves extra timetime 'to define a problem, redefine
it, think of strategies, and so on. Perhaps in this situation, if
Jeff and Dave had some extra time, they woulii think of "skip
counting" as a short cut to counting a, thousand toothpicks one by
one. .(This could also be an opportunity to extend their knowl-
edge of place value into the thousands.) Applifing skip counting
involves some new techniques and can easily lead to conflicting
answers. But children can work out such conflicts themselves,
inventing . other way.s to check which answer is right (Stake,
1980).

Place value concepts are notoriously difficult, and teachers
.could learn how to help by watching 'children .struggle. So these
are sOrne reasons for giVing them the extra time. But is this so
easy----Perhaps the beti--is going to ring and Jeff---antiDa46--will
need to leave class, and go to gym. Or perhaps it Is going to be
lunch time in a minute or two. In *Lich cases, giving them extra
time at the moment would pe impractical. Realistically, what could.
have been done?

49
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.
One strategy would have,!.been the, following. Carol could

have said, "I like to see you so:dixcited about what we're doing. I
wish we had some extra time right now so that you could explore
some of your% ideas further. But we, don't. Can you think of
some time when you, would be able to work on that? Perhaps we
can arrange things so that you can have that time." In doing.so,
Carol would be acknowledging that there might be sa serious reason
for doing what they want, and is willing to accommodate them if
possible. She also would not be making the decision for them, but
rather placing it in their hands to think of ways 'to getting this
extra tithe. This could be a solution to a social problem.

The next examples also4nvolve place value and its relation to
counting. Here, we will see how an extended definition of count-
ing is needed.

\ Place value and counting again. What happens when children
learn about place value and its application to money? A natural
procedure for .them to use is to count. However, as shown in the
following scene, counting (Is usually done by some children) can
lead to trouble with place value.

4

tr.

The teacher, Jim, has been using toothpicks to get at ideas
of place value and why we write our numbers (past 9) as we do.
For example, he has shown that 11 is represented as being 1

bundle (of ten) and 1 stick. He has the children praCticre by
representing a number with the toothpicks on a card like

tens ones

He then tells one of the children, Alan, to put down some tooth-
picks and have the others figure out the number. Alan puts down
1 bundle under the "tens" and a large bunch of single toothpicks
under the "ones".

Jim: How many ones over here?

(All count aloud with JiM'until they reach 25.)

Jim: Alan, put 25 sticks here. Look how we write this.
What is the number?

All: _25.



Jim: The:number al.l togeiher?

Alan: 125.

Jim: po we have 125 stiCks here? No, we. have 1 bundle
and 25 here. j We can only put 9 here. Every time
we get 10 sticks what do we do?

Paul: Bundle! it. [sic]

Alan: But it is 125. (He points to. the 1 and says, "1
bundle" and then to the 25 and says, "25 sticks".)

Jim: I cat\ see how you thought that, if we took the 1
away *e would get 25 sticks.

:-
This is a, good effort to interpret a child's error. However,

here would be an ideal situation for asking Alan if he could find a
way to check his own answer.

We Can also see here how the child's natural counting has
gotten him into trouble, momentarily at least. One probleril\ is that
Alan is correct in saying that there are 25 sticks and 1. bundle.
(But he doesn't know yet that it's risky to mix his counting with
place value until you have the idea of equivalence of ten ones and

,a bundle of tensj He has the idea of bundling. But, his prob-
lem may be in thinking that it's like money, where dollars and
cents can be seen as two integers rather than different place.
values. Sol the definition of counting needs expansion. It's not
that you don't count when doirig place value, but that you count
in a certain way and in combination with the decimal system for
symbolizing large numbers. This is ilidstrated in the next seene.

Jim: I want Chuck to make this number now. (He writes
43 on the board.).

Chuck puts 4 bundles under the "tens" card as:

tens

lo "sit

Jim: Did he make 43?

ones .

/// .
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All: 10... 20... 36... 40... 41... 42.., 43.
a

Jim: O. K . , Alan, make this ntimber. (He writes 67 on
the board.)

(Alan puts out the sticks.)
4Jim: Let's 'see if he's right; are there 6 bundles? 10...

20... 30... 40... 50.... 60... ; are there 7 ones?
gop Chuck: Cotild go 67:or 6... 7:

Jim: That's the way we make 67; put a 6 here and a 7
here. (lh putt down 13 extra toothpicks in the
ones ,place., leaving the others that are already
there') Is that 67 now?

>

All: No.
v-

Jim: 'So. ,we need bundles. I'm ,going to give Ruth a big
number. (He writes 92 on the board.)

(Ruth puts out the 9 bundles and 2 sticks.)

Jim: Let's see if she's right...10..2 20... 30. . 40.50... 60... 70... 80., 90.:. or you can go...1.
2... 5... 6... 7... 8_, 9..

* * *

For 92 there are 90 sticks in the tens place, but the child
needs to learn to write 9 not 90! The child also needs to extend
the concept-, of counting to see that you can say 1, 2, 3, etc.
(when countiiV tens), and think 10, 20, 30, etc. This procedure
is not as obvi4us to children as it is to us adults! (Recall Alan's
mistake of saying 125.) So these methods of counting must be
explicitly made \clear to show that they are equivalent and not
arbitrary new rules for new "work sheets."

Orie problem is that, until they have more experiences with
larger numbers, children are used to recording the numeral repre-
senting what they have counted. So if there were 16 objects,
they wrote 16---no trouble. They knew how to "spell" that one
without using plate value. Now they have:to learn the procedure
Of writing down only a \certain part of the numeral' and it has to
be in a certain place in\; relation to other numerals wr-7tten down.
Mathematics is 'starting to get complex! What happens when they

------git-to-rnoney? Read on. z

14'
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Jim: Instead of bundles we're now going to usa.:.

Ruth": A dime:
. r.

How many pennies make A dime? /, .

.

Ruth: 10. ,

Jim: SO, it can bee a bundle; a dime it the sime is a
bundle.

Ruth: So we can count money, too. elk

JiM: Don't count'...tell me *hat tci put' in the one's
place. How many! dimes?

Alan: 10. ..

Jim: How many dimes? or bundles of pennies?
o

Alan: 10:

Jim: Do you see 10 dimes there?

Alan:

Jim:

Alan

Jim: There's a .way of doing money without counting...
one dime (He writes a 1 on the board.); pennies In
the one's place?

10 pennies.

How, many dimes?

1.

\

, Chuck: 5..

Jim: Did you have to go 10... 12... 13... 14.1.
15?

. All: No.

')

4

Jim: Just put a 1 in the ten's place and a 5 in the oneis
place.

If &dime is there, put a 10?.

Jtist put a 1 'cause it's the same' as 1 bundle. ,
* *

_

.

Jim does refer to the counting on" algorOm when he asks,
"Did you have.to go 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15?" I And then he says,

53
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f.

"Just put a 1 In the ten's place and a 5 in the one's place."
Presumably this is a third algorithm because the first two are
counting the whole and place value composition. Notice how Jim
tries to steer the children away from counting as they now know
it. It might have been better to relate their counting method to
this new way.. Then the children could,,have seen the, equivalence.

But how are they to know when .to use the new method and
when not -to use it? Equivalent procedures can't be established if
the children don't check them out in manyases (by seeing- how
you get th.e same answers).

ses*

It' is important to note how the teacher is extending the
children's .knowledge and making corrections b7 relatidg place
value with sticics to place value with money. In fact,..it is explic-

pointed out to the Ciiildren that bundles of ten are just like
dimes in money.

,
Now that ,We've considered situations' frowthe primary school,

because they are mathematically simpler to discuss, -we'd like to
consider what happens in the middle grades (around 5th and 6th
grades), when it seer4 ,that mathematics gets more and more_
difficult for many children.

What Happens' When Mathematics Gets More Complex?

Is it the mathematics itself that has become more complex? Is
it the way that it's taught that ,makes it seem complex? Is it the
social structure of the classroom that is affecting the complexity?

It seems tb, us that many of the problems that teacher=s and
students face in thd primary classroom are similar to the ones
fated in the middle grade classroom. Perhaps, however, some of
these problems are intensified. That is, the range of abilities of
the children may have gotten wider because some children havd
managed to "slide along" to 5th or 6th grade, dropping further
and further be91Lid each year. And at the other' end, some chil-
dren have pi.egressed in their Mathematical abilities more and more
each year. Thufry- for the teacher trying to plan activities, the
problem of individual differerace is intensified.

.
Let's first look at some childrenb at this grade level and' the

.,.types of 0oblems they have lancoping with the mathematical con-
cepts being tatight: The .following examples, which explicitly show
how children, come to view mathematics as an arbitrary set of pro-
cedures, were takeff Iren1 Eriwanger's study (1974) of children's
mathematical thought. *en we wit consider the issues involved
with answering_ the qaelptions: Has the mathematics become more
complex?. What is the middle-grade teacher lo do. with children
who hede these viiws? 't .

ik . ,

Epiwanger studied. %ix children 'whom he classified as ranging
from,,dependent to independent. The figure on Rage 50 shows the
children on this' continuum. i ,0

de

,
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0

Dependerice (fbrmal)

50

(SI

lndepencleince (16tuit(e)

Mat(S) Nel('S) RodkU \enny(S) Lyn(S), Tina(U)

121 . 99 113 115' 123
P

11

41n explainina his Fillacement of thes children, he says, "In the
figure, S and U indicates successful ad unsuccessful children in
IPI (Individually Prescribed. Instructio ). The numbers indicate

. their IQ sores. The direction of the rrow indicates roughly a
decrease i.t-' the children's dependence 'u on the program, and a.
corresponding increase in their. attempts 6 tpink intuitively" (p.
31). r

\
,

,
.. Benny's view of adding decimals. Let's )ook at a coupie of

. . ,

. Betiny's ideas. (Underlining in the original \is, :deleted here.)
(.4, \

.

4

b . .

e''

44.-

r

' ,1\
.;* * * * *

'

E: O.K. w let's try additjon.-. Suppose had + .4?

B: .07.. ,, t)

E: Now,-Kow do you decide that you shouldthave .07?
.44

Because you use two, decimals, and there is, one number
behind each decimal: So in your answer y-ou have to
have twO nuMbers behind the decimal, and yth just a'ad
them. (p. sly

* * * *

(17
rolthe problem illustrated in that excerpt is probably familiar-t

all of us. 'Children -have been taught that, for multiplication 'of
- decimals, the short(' cut in plading the deminal point in the answer

is to count up the. number Of placei in each nUmber you're multi-
plying. Benny, like so many children, seems to- have confuied .
this rule.'with addition., But .Benny's problem, is not that simple,
as shown in this excerpt. .

4

.f

* * * *

, E: Your, answer here (i.e., .3 4" .4) is .07 and here (i.e.,"
+ 4 ) is- .7.

1.4 111

II ,
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B: Right,

E: YOu think that's right?

B: Because there ain't no deciinals here (i.e., 3 + 4 ).
TO To.

E: You are not using decimals, But you are using decimals
up here (i.e., .3 + .4); and that makes, the difference.

(p. 57)

Berns knows the equivalences between decimals and common frac-
tions.. But to, Benny, you can have different answers to mathe-
matically equivalent problems.

Mat's ideas about adding fractions. Erlwanger firtt describes
how Mat-solves 3 + 1 using two different ',methods. In one, Mat

4
adds numerators and then denominatOrseand gets 4 or 1. In the

2
other, he° draws some circles and shades them to arrive at 3 + 1

4 4
equals 1. Erlwanger invettigates how Mat can arrive dt two differ-
ent answers-for the same problem (p. 78).

E. But when you did it the other .way...you had 1...how
come?

I don't know! That's the way it is.

E: What method did you use when you got 4?

M: 1. 2..uh... .added the numerators and then the Oenomina-
and...that's the one they taught me...I think it

was E fractions.
a

E: How does this really work then ... that .S..here you
are doing it one way .

M:
. .

[interrupting) WELL .... it's just like these [referring
to examples on ordering fractions., .in which tie had
obtained different answers] ... yOu get a different
answer every ntethod you use.

..s,
E: And then how do you decide Which answer is right?

1 1,
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It depeni:A on which method you are told to use ...
[and] ... Well, see, sometimes they tell -you what Method
to use. Like the'ladder method in division, sometimes..
And you use that method and you come out with the

-answer. And that's what answer is in the- key, so that's
what answer they. Use.

I

So for Mat also, .you can have different answeri to the same
mathematical problems -- depending on what method you use. Nowthe issue also becomes involved with the "ultimate resourCe of
mathematical knowledge -- the answer, key!" And since the answer
key uivally gives on.ly one answer per problem, children neverknow if or when.they have gotten an answers equivalent to the onegiven in the key. Because it is rarely explicitly zdiscussedr they
assume then that the answer in the key is the ONLY answer...
ilepce, since the key sometimes gives answers in different forms,
WIdren like Mat generalize that you can get, different answers
depending on different methods used. They may'..not think of the
possibility thaone method might yield different but equivalent
answers.

Tina's views of multiplication and division. In this first ex'cerpt, it seems that Tine has done many wqprkbook pages ,where
she has seen a " x " sign. Perhaps some of these pages were just
multiplication exercises. But some of them had other purposes,
such as having the children notice the distr'butive property.
These other purposes, though, ar4e hot clea'r to c dren.

E: What about mult4fIl.ication?

T: It's O.K. But they teach tdo many different ,ways.
Tiury have this one way ... just -the regular way
like 8 x 8 = 464. But then ... they'll take it and say... 64 equals 60 times blank and then 4 times blank.
Then down here ... 60 times something ... goes in this
blank .....goes in this- blank, and 4 times something goes
in this blank, and then you add up and get the answer:

\ Why can't you just dc. it this way [ 8 x 8 = 64 [ the
regular way. (.p. 106)

$, To Tina the purp9.1e of !Wing in all those blanks is nonsense.
She doesn't see how 'that relates to multiplication as she 'knows it.

X
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She has interpreted it only as .another way of doing multiplication! _

Now consider how Tina thinks about dividing by 112."

a was given 8 1. 1/2.

T: Divided" by a half of 8 ... I think that would be 4.
E: What about 8 + 2?

vT: Divided by 2? ... is 4 . . . Ohl A half .iof everything
... like ... you take a circle or square or something ...
and you divide it in half( there's two halves so
that's 2 ... a half is always two of something ... so you
multiply it by 21-, (p. 120),

,

* * *

What is the middle grade teacher to do?. We have given the
above exameles .tó show some middle grade children's conceptions
of some of the 'usual. mathematics done in classrooms .at this age.
Whit has happened tO.children as they've moved from primary to
middle grades? Is i,t the- nature of the mathematics that has over-
whelmed them?

I Reading these excerpts from, an adult's. point of view is diffi-
cult.. We,waht to jump in immediately and try to "straighten out"
these children. But it 'isn't that simple. These views 9f mathe-
matics have grown and generalized since the primary grades.' The
child's view is 'that there are too many different and 'unrelated
procedures o learn. When you try to learn more and Tore prote-
dures, you eventually got some of them mixed. up with each other.
Since we. don't yet have anY Jongitudinalliata, we can only specu-
lite that children like those in Erlwangee's study have consistently
ii5rie- mathematical activities as separate and fragmented from each
othir. If connections between procedures were ever made,, it was
done by the child, and those connections- were neVer made explic-i

$o _the- child could be inferring things similar to Benny, Mat,
or 'Tina and no one finds out until it's too late. What's interesting
is Wet Benncf was doing very well in mathematics (in tests and
grades) and ...his misconcept ons ZWid have gpne undetected if n0:
for Erlwanger's studying himl

Idealistically one would siry that teachers should keep track of
what ,each -child knows and doesn't -know. But realistically teeth-
ers knpw that this ideal is hard to meet. -Small .stOps ,can be
taken,' perhap-s. As we have noted, teaching children .how to
check their own answers by using different methods is one wa0

6
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Then, if answers don't check, the children Can either receive help
or can be encouraged to solve the problem of why they don't
check. )

Middle grade tdachers, like primary grade ones, need to ek-
plititly relate diff4prent methods and lessons to each other. (Note:
Some coTirdsay that Erlwanger's studies were "unusual" in the
sense that the classes were using IPI materials. But when we
read these examples, we can think of similar chi(dren we've seen
in regular classes who have these same conceptions of mathemat-
ics.)

0
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Conclusions .

ei Recent concerns over *declining'' probleM 431Ving skillil while
. computation scores, remain gOod, shave. Jed some to say that there's .. . too much emphasis on-thback to basics," But, from our examination

s

of numerous elementary school mathematics classes, we feel that
not that simple. We can't tell teachers to forget computational

,.: 541 emphasis when they- are being pressured by societal mandates
,.to emphasize those skills. It is important to be able to do both
what we've called problem solving I and problem solving 2. Our

,

best, students are the ones 'who know intuitively when it's appro-
priate* to use which skills, and can integrate problem solving 1

techniques with problem solving 2 techniques. We need explicitly
to help all students learn this appropriateness. And this may
involve our explicitly, giving instruction in what mathematically

r bright students learn on their own, for 'example, finding short-
. 'cuts, connecting procedures and methods, using patterns to ex-

tend knowledge, and seeing the relatedness that makes mathematics
far from an arbitrary collection of rules..

,

Whether teachers use
%

activities, individual 'instruction, entire
class instruction," or whatever, is not that important. We 'have
shown that increasing probiem solving 2 doesn't necessarily depend.
on the method being used. What appears to some as inherently
problem solving 1 may really be problem solving 2 already. So
what seems to be an activity can actually be a rule-oriented lesson
or what seems to be rote, algorithm learning can actually be, in
some respect, creative problem solving.° ..,

,. ,

We ;have also illustrated, both social and mathematical examples
of problem sokfing 1 and 2. Our classroom observations have

:

. convinced us that the connection between the' two is strong, but
we're not sure-exactly what itads.' Perhaps the following. example
will help us see this connection-more 'clearly. We are thinking of a
college student. who .was stunned to discover that to answer all the
questions on a test, and thus have a chance at an A,' he could hot
possibly follow the directions that, said "compute" or follow other
complex procedures specified. The "A" students followed another
strategy: -First read' all' of your possible choked and' then work on
trying to elimihate some of thOse choices. Then if--and only
ifyou haver to, solve the original problem: Strategies like this
are not usually discussed with students; they are left on- their own
to discover them.

With this student, ithe. social problem solving (of always fol-
, lowing directions) led to mathematical problem solving difficulties.

He couldn't be succ sful in solving 'mathematical problems because

/.1

he had never seen s uts.

We hove emphasized the strategy of eaching children to
aleck answers (using different procedures) as one way of combat-
ing the view that mathematics is a set of arbitrary rules,- It seems



to us that there are many goOd ways of sombating this view, in-
cluding using calculators ,to, cheCk answers (Morris, 1978). The

_problem .is to cpltivate the habit of rooking for 4such -ways.

* * *

In' closing, we would like to pare some 9f the thoughti and
,problems we had 'to solve 'cluring' the writing of this . paper. We
began w3tl thC idea of pri&enting 'some true-Ao-life classrooM
scenes ones in which we hav.e actuallY participated. We thought
we would then- show lhow some improvements., could be made that

'would bring more of the creative type of Problem solving into
. everyday classroom activity. Sounds simple? At 'least 'in the

beginning it did.* Then we started talking with each other- about
:these scenes and, about what changes COULD realistically be. made.
even. 'the slightest change, from OUR perspective, became a major
change when we thought about it from he teacher's per'spective.

We like' the' following stateMent from Philip Jackson. (1977.) I
which is in reference to' 'knowledge acquisition in the classroom
being viewed as both disarMingly, simple and frightfully complex at
the sithe time. Ev.en though it refers to classrooMs in general, we,
feel it can just as well apply 'to matheMatical probleM

What is disarmingly iimple, I suspect, is the, advice we
..have to give teachers On the basis of whet we have
learned to date abput the teaching andlearning process..
-What is frightfullY complex :is our emerging understand-,
47? in a theoretical or scientific sense, of how 'and why
t ings work as they do. The simple' and complex,: .

therefore, are attached to quite different domains of.
intellectuar-Concerns. All researchers, who are 'often

. tempted to slip, intp .the rdre of adyice givers, we Would
do well to keep. the' dittinction in mind. (p. 402)

Perhaps in this paPer we tried to give sortie advice and some
discussion of understanding the situation. Whether or not doing
both was appropriate; .. we sleave to the reader to 'decide. We do

.Worce-' the reader' feels that we have been somewhat .helpful in both
aspects. We .would appreciate 'hearing from teacher readers and
receiving comments on' this paper. We. would also like to promote
more disculsion between practitoners and researchers. In doing
so, perhapli we can come, closer .to helping teathers in solVing the

.mültitpde. of classroom '

The reader may finish and be disturbed about seeing in print
the realistic scenes and the 'difficiAties Of Making any' substantial
.change within them. Why? Seeing classroom events written down
makes it possible to think hard about. them.. Anrlielrig .the
realities of classroom Iift: may leave us 'feeling the futility of the
classroom situation today. We try to help children, but see that,
as much as we try, children' still need more 'help! .Nie see that our



ideals get compromised when we ..are in the clusroom. This is
disturbing because we don't like to _thia that we aren't living up
'to our ideals.

But we can vieW these disturbing feelings as being positive
recognitions orit problem. Once "reality" is out in the open, we
can face it and try to do something about it.

problem, however, is that when teachers want,to improve
things, they are usually handed seemingly "simple" advice. We
hope that our advice isn't seen as simple, but as.calling for the
detai-led reworking of instrumental practice in such a way that
every little step makes sense and encourages another little step.

62
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considers the idea that math anxious people distrust their
Intuition and view mathematics as "getting theright answer."

it. Although some might criticize the author as being too oriented
to the. general publiC, we* think this is one of the book's
strengths.- It is highly readable and even- the so-called
mathematical sections 'will retain the. reader's interest.

Traftorq P. The curriculum. In J. Payne. (ed.); Mathematics
learning in early childhood, Thirty-seventh yearbook of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Reston,' Virgin-
ia: NCTM, 1975.

Van Engen, H. & Gibb, E..p. General mental functions assotiat-
ed with diVision.- "Educational Services 'Studies, No. 2. Ce-
dar Falls, Iowa: Iowa State:,Teachers College, 0956. .)

Wallas, G. The art_ of thought. New York: Harcourt, Brace,
'1926.

*Wertheimer, . Productive thinking. New .York: Harper & Row,
*1959.

Although this- is not a recent work, it is invaluable reading.
Especially interesting are the sections where the author' pre-
sents specific examples of interviews with students or obser-
vations of classrooms. In one example, he shows how he
created a, pattern from which students would be led to a false

generalization -- ohe made from too few cases. His creative
approaches in interviewihg children to see how they think
contain good ideas

Zweng, M. The problem of solving story problems. Arithmetic
Teacher 27 (September):2-3, 1979.
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PRACTICAL POINti-RS WHICH CAN BE IOUND l'N

,Case reported of:

\-TEXT

paps No. itt
.......

v

A teacher synchron 'ng thoughts with a pilpil '28 N
A teacher slowing the "counting on" shortcut.

by _tapping 36
A teacher facilitati "counting on" with motor action . . 38
A teacher acceptibg one child's interpretation of

another child'slerror e 38
A teacher building\on knowledge of doubles,

3+3=6 to get 314=7 40
Children finding a shortcut in .place value cornposition . . . 41
A teacher interpretinsg a child'i error 46
A teacher trying to gef children to use place

value in counting ... 48
A teacher relating bundles of tens to dimes DP

bpportuity reported for: ..
n..

..

49

.

Asking a child, who is corrett, how the problem was
done or if be could do it another way . . . . ,. . ... 27

Children to understand through checking their
own answers,. ,v 31

The teacher to "step aside" and let children soh-/e
,a problem 33

The teacher to withhold showing children a procedure . . . 34
Extending knowledge froni 2+2=4 and 3+3=6 to, 2+3=5 I

and 3+5=8 37
Extending knowledge from 6+2=8 and 26+2=28 31
Extending knowledge from 10+1=11 'to 20+1=21.

and' 10+21=31 34
Extending 'knowledge from 3+2=5 and 5-3=2 to

15-2=13 and 222 + 333 = 555 34-.35
Discussing a shortcut to combinations for 11 36
Discussing how children found their answers 36.
Presenting a challenge to find a quicker Way to

.add 7 and 3 37
Placing a time limit on problem solving 37
Checking answers using ""cll'unting on" and

II counting the whole"
1 37

Relating "counting on" to,"counting the whole" 38
Combining drill and practice with teaching a shortcut ,

p Using flash cards and a number line to check answers
37

9.2.hecking a child's old rule before giving him a new one . ''. -. 430

'Discussing equivalence of two models for "counting on" . . . 40-41
Discussing children's own stiortcut 42
Planning time for problem solving 2 . $ ... 44-.45
Extending counting to counting 'tens ,. 47
Relating addition by counting to place value composition . . . 48-49


